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KANSAS CITY MUSEUM 
OF HISTORY AND SCIENCE 
3216 GLADSTONE BOULEVARD 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64123 
. GREGG F. STOCK 
OIRE:CTOR ' 
Senator Claiborne Pell, Chairman 
Special Subcommittee on 
and Humanities 
Room 4230, U.S. Senate 
·Washington,. D.C. 20510 
: Dear Senator Pell: 
Arts 
July 13, 1973 
Information rc9arding the ICansns City Museum of 
History and Science nnd its programs nnd plans is 
.enclosed. We arc hopeful that you will find it 
helpful in your determinations related to your pro-
. posed Museum Service Act S 796. Additional copies 
.. ·.of this report have been sent under separate cover. 
We have included one copy of a portion of the 
Lawrence-Leiter & Company !?.tudy made for our museum 
for your personal and private use. 
'rhank ·you for your. lC'~tt<.kr.r•h;tp llnr.1 int(:rr:in L 
furthering the effectivcncsA of museums in 
United States. 
in 
the 
yours very truly, $-"-<}{) . d-~-
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I. -SUMMARY OF RECOMME~OATIONS 
THE PURPOSE OF' THIS SECTION or THE REPORT IS TO BRIEF'LY PRESENT THE 
QPINIONS ANQ Rf;COMMENDATIONS or THE: CONSULTANT, ~o THAT THE READER CAN 
OBTAIN AN OVE:R,..ALL VIEW or THE RECOMMENDED COURSE or ACTION. fHt BODY 
Of' THE RE~6Rt AND tHE A~~ENDED EXHJBITS EXPLAIN THE REASONS FOR THESE 
RE:COMME:NQATIONS AND Ql~CUSS ALTERNATIVE POSSIBILITIES. 
A. INTRODUCTION 
tHIS STUDY OUTLINES A TEN-YEAR PROGRAM DIRECTED TO DEVELOPMENT or A 
MUSEUM IN KANSAS CITY THAT WILL. MEET THE EXTRA-EDUCATIONAL. REQUIRE-
MENTS OF THE KANSAS CITY AREA, AND FULFILL THE SECONDARY FUNCTION or 
EXTENDING KANSAS CITY 1 S INfl,.UENCE ANQ MARKET. Ir IS Pl,.ANNED THAT 
THE MUSEUM WILL FULFILL THE FULL RANGE or EXTRA-EDUCATIONAL f-UNCTIONS 
PERFORMED BY MOST MAJOR MUSEUMS, AND WILL. EXHIBIT IN HISTORY, NATURAL. 
SCIENCES~ HUMAN SCIENCES, PHYSICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES7 AND INDUSTRY. 
fl. LOCATION 
To BE READILY ACCESSl'BLE TO ALL. RESIQENTS or THE; URBAN AREA AND VISI-
TORS TO THE CITY, THE MUSEUM S~OULD BE LOCATED CLOSE: TO, BUT NOT IN, 
THE CENTRAL .BUSINESS OJSTRICT. IT MUST BE READILY ACCESSIBLE VIA 
THE MAJOR TRAFFIC ARTERIES. A MAJOR MUSEUM IN SUCH A LOCATION MAY 
et tx~ECTED T6 ATTRACT ATTENDANCE IN EXCESS or A MILLION~AND~A~HALF 
PER YEAR. BEGAU~E KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, PROVIDES A MAJO~ PART or 
MUSEUM f'UNDING, IT MUST BE WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS. A NUMBER Of" SITES 
ME~TING THESE CRITE~IA HAVE ~EE:N INVESTIGATED. 
C. SeACE_REQU_lRED 
-
- -
A fULL~SCALE MUSEUM MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS ot KANSAS CITY Af AN 
OPTIMUM 1,.f;VEL. Wll,,b REQUIRE 500,000 SQUARE f"EP, WITH AN AQDITIONAL 
100,000 SQUARE FEET REQUIRED FOR SPECIAL USES SOME TIME IN THE FUTURE. 
SPACE CRITERIA FOR THE MUSEUM HAVE BEEN BASED ON THE OPINfONS or MU-
SEUM DIRECTORS AND INSPECTION Of" OTHER MUSEUMS. IN OUR OPINION, THE 
O~TIMUM SPACE REQUIRED FOR A MUSEUM fN KANSAS CITY IS AS f"OLLOWS: 
OPTIMUM SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
- -- - -
SQUARE FEET 
AREA ExH 1_B 1 T SPACE SUPPORT SPACE TOTAL 
. -
SPE:C:IAL f:XHl~IT ~ $UPPORT $PACE 4,ooo 59,~oo 63,~oo 
SPACE SCIENCE & PLANETARIUM 59,000 JL, 50 90, 50 
PHY~IC:AL SCIENCES 38,500 i9,a50 ~7' 750 
CAPITALISTIC ECONOMIC SYSTEM g3,ooo i6,~oo . 9,500 
NATURAi,. SCIENCE;S 
-i,100 3~, 00 1Q1,500 
HUMAN SCIENCES 5 ,500 2. ,250 84,750 
HI STORY 27,500 i6,ooo 43,500 
TOTAl,.S 286,200 204,750 490,950 
FUTURE NEEDS (AQUARIUM, . 
Cl,.IMATRONj HISTORICAL 
VILLAGE, BOTANICAL GARDENS) 77,500 35,.000 ll2,500 
-- . 
----- --· ·- -- - -- . ---
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SUITABLE SPACE FOR THE PLANETARIUM CAN ONLY BE OBTAINED EFFECTIVELY 
BY NEW CONSTRUCTION• THE LONG HOME AND THE LIBERTY MEMORIAL ARE 
BETTER SUITED AS MUSEUMS or HISTORY THAN FOR OT~~R MUS~UM PURPOSES. 
THUS, -SPACE MIGHT BE USED AS FOLLOWS: 
SPACE UTILIZATION BY SITE 
·- - --- - --- --------~----------
SQUARE FEET 
. 
----
.. 
SPACE SUPPORT SPACE TOTAL; 
-----. 
·-
-
s·rfr . 
-
[)(HIBIT 
. .. .. 
l,.ONG HOME 
-
HI $TQRY J.9,500 12,000 311500 
LIBERTY MEMORIAL 
-
MILITARY HISTORY 8,000 4,ooo 12,000 
PLANETARIUM 
. 59,200 31,450 90,450 
MAIN MUSEUM 199,700 i57,300 357,000 
TOTAL$ a86,200 204, 750 490,950 
-
.. 
- - ----
. . 
b. S_1_tE: __ RE:coMMENDAT 1.oNs 
ALTHOUGH IT IS NOT DEFINITELY KNOWN WHETHER ANY bt fHE EXISTING SITES 
WILL B~COME AVAlbAl:3L~, PR~l,IMINARY INVESTIGATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS ARE 
ENCOURAGING. ASSUMING AVAILABILITY, IT ISO.UR OPINION: 
1. THAT A PLANETARIUM AND SPACE SCIENCES CENTER SHOUL[) B~ <;QNSTRUCTF;I) 
IN PENN VALLEY PARK. 
2. THAT THE MUSEUM SHOULD ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR OPERATION or THE 
l~BERTY MEMORIAL ANI) INSTALL A MUSF;UM or MlblTARY HISTORY, AND 
SHOULD RESTORE THE LONG H6Mt AS A. MUSEUM or LOCAL AND AMERICAN 
HISTORY. 
3• THAT THE MA l.N MUSEUM. BE LOCATED UNDERGROUND BENEATH PENN VALLEY 
PARK. 
THF; l)NION STATION IS NOT A SUITABLE LOCATION, IN OUR OPINION, BECAUSE 
OF PROBABLE REMODELING COSTS, OP;RATING COSTS or SUCH A STRUCTUREj 
AND POOR UTILITY or SPAtE ONCE THE tlRSt FLOOR AREA HAS BEEN FILLED. 
A CAVE FACILJTY CAN BE SPEClfiCALL~ DESIGNED FOR MUSEUM use:, AND CAN 
BE MADE AVAILABLE AT UNUSUALLY LOW COST. WE ARE TOLD THAT FINISHED 
CAVE SPACE CAN-B~ MAOE ~~~,~~BL~ FOR A MAXIMUM or $7.50 PER $QUARE 
FOOT Pl,,US APPRQXIMATELY 40¢ PER SQUARE FOOT FOR ANNUAL OPERATING costs. 
THIS UNUSUALLY LOW COST FOR ADEQUATE $PAC~ FOR PRESENT AN[) FUTURE NEEDS, 
ALL ON ONE LEVEL, IS UNUSUALLY ATTRACTIVE IN THAT tUNDS THAT M~GHT BE 
REQUIRED FOR CONSTRUCTION AN[) R~MOD~~ING CAN BE DEVOTED TO PROGRAMS 
AND EXHIBITS• COMPARABLE NEW SPACE ON THE SURFACE WOULD COST BETWE;N 
$a5.oo ANQ $30.00 P~R SQUARE FOOT AND OVER $i.OO TO OPERATE. 
. 
A CAVE; 1,.0CATION IS NOT LIKELY TO BE SUiTABLE FOR THE PLANET·ARIUM AND 
SPACE SCIENCES CENTER; BUT, PROPERLY DESIGNED, A PLANETARIUM AND 
SPA~E SCl~Nc;s C~NTER ON THE SURFACE or PENN VALLEY PARK CAN BECOME 
THE MA..1 N ENTRY TO A MAJOR UNDERGROUND MUSEUM. 0TH~R ENTRANq:s MI <;HT 
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~; PROVIDED AT THE LIBERTY MEMORIAL OR ELSEWHERE. 
THIS APPROACH WOULD PERMIT THE CITY to MAINTAIN THE UNIQUE ADVANTAGES 
Ot .A MAJbR PARK CLOSE TO THt DOWNTOWN AREAj AND SIMULTANEOUSLY PRO-
VIDE FOR THE MUSEUM NEE;DS OF THE CITY IN AN IP~AL LOCATION. 
A COMPARISON OF CO§TS F"QR THESE SITES FOR ~50,000 SQUARE FEET (EX-
CLUDING THE LONG HOME AND LIBERfY MtMORIAL) ILLUstRAtts tHt RtLATIVE 
DI FF'ERENCES. 
CONSTRUCT 
OR REMODEL 
RECOMMENDED 
CONFIGURATION 
$6,919,000 
E. PROGRAM Costs 
UNDER"' 
GROUND 
$~,375,000 
UNION NEW 
STATION STRUCTURE 
$6,750,000 $13,500,000 
+ SITE 
LOCATION 
THE APPROACH WE RECO~MEND IS MUCH LESS tosfLY THAN WHAT Ml~HT BE tx~ 
PECTED FOR A FU(..(..-SCALE MUSEUM. COSTS CAN BE PROJECTED WITH CONSl~ERA­
~lt; AC<;URACY ON THE !;!AS IS OF f 1. GURES OBTAINED FROM THE NEW MILWAUKEE 
PUBLIC MUSEUM WHERE THt FINAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION WAS COMPLETED IN 
1963, ANt;> THE; LA!)T E;XH I~ IT W 11..L !;IE COMPLE:TP~ IN 1972. Wf, RE; COMMEND A 
lO~YEAR PRO~RAM OF MUSEUM BUILDING~ BEYONb THIS iO~YtAR PERIOD, ATttN~ 
TI ON CAN BE DI RE;CTED TO AN AQUAR I l)M, CL I MATRON, BOT AN I CAI, GAR~ENS., AND 
AN HISTORICAL VILLAGE. DURING THE l0-YEAR PER~OD, A COMPLETE Mus~uM 
CAN BE INSTALLED IN KANSAS CITY THAT WILL PROVlbE PROGRAM AND tXHIBITS 
IN EACH Of THE; MUSEUM ARE;AS TO WHICH SPACE; HAS !3E;E;N ALL()CATE;D IN EXHIBIT 
I. 
THE INITIAL COST FOR THE MUSEUM ENTRY WAY, PLANETARIUM, AND SPACE sci~ 
tNCES CENTER, INCLUDING THE NECESSARY VERTICAL TRANS~ORTAT16N, WILL 
COST IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD or $6,000,000 TO COMPlE;TE. THE 10-YE;AR PLAN 
IS PREDICATED ON DEVELOPING EXHIBITS IN 28,000 rttt EACH YEAR, WHICH 
WILL ALSO INVOLVE COMPLETION or ?~,OQO fEET or SUPPQRT SPACE. THIS 
TOTAL or )O,bbo rtET PER YEAR CAN et MADE AVAILABLE IN A CAVE LOCATION 
ON AN AS-R;Ql)IRE;D BASI!). 
THus, AN ~XPENDITURE rOR UNDERGROUND SPACE or $375,000 PER YCAR WILL, 
IN SEVEN YEARS, PROVIDE FOR THE TOTAL NEEDS OF ~HE MAIN MUSEUM. APPROX!"' 
MATELY $900,000 PER YEAR WILL BE REQUIRED f6R EXHIBIT FABRICATION DURING 
THE 10 .. YEAR PERIOD AND, DURING THE SAME PERIOD, OPERATING COSTS WILL IN-
CREASE fROM THE PRESENT REQUIREMENT OF $300,000 PER YEAR TO $i,098,000. 
THESE rlGURES ARE EXPLAINED MORE EXPLICITLY IN EXHIBITS II I AND IV. 
F. MUSEUM PROGRAM 
Al..TH()UGH IT Will,, !3E; NE;CES!;>ARY TO MAINTAIN Muse;uM PROGRAMS Ql.JRING TH~ 
10-YEA~ PLAN, If IS suCCESTED fHAi ACt)VlflES BE LIMltEO fo tHOSE NE~ES­
SARY TO MAINTAIN OR IMPROVE MUSEUM IMAGE, AND TH()~E ~HICH ARE PROrlTAl;3L;. 
THE COSTS OUTLINED ARE ~REDICATED ON MustuM EMPL6Ytts ~ERrORMING VIRTUALLY 
-3-
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100% or THE EXHIBIT rABRICATION PROq:ss. 
G. Ac11~N-~LANNED 
THE rlRST STEPS IN UNDERTAKING RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS IN-
V()LV~ ABRANGING roR THE NECESSARY ruNDING AND DEVELOPMENT or DETAILED 
PLANS. THE DIRECTOR. REPORTS THAT THE CITY IS CONSIDERING A PORTION 
OF THE MUSEUM 1 S.CAPITAl,, IMPROVEMENT NEE:DS AS PART or THE rORTHCOMING 
l:SO.ND PROGRAM. IT IS LIKELY THAT rEDERAL PLANNING GRANTS CAN BE OB-
TAINED to PURSUE PLANNING. THE PARK DEPARTMENT SHOULD BE REQUESTED 
TO MAKE THE SITE;S AVAll,,AB~E, AND NE;GOTIATION SH()UbD BE ENTERED INTO 
roR CAVE DESIGN AND EXCAVATION. l.N THIS REGARD, IT is PROBABLE THAT 
ADVANTAGEOUS ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MA[)E TO OBTAIN CAVE SPACE; AT AN E;VEN 
LOWER COST, AND PERHAPS TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR RENTAL INCOME FROM 
CAVE SPACE NOT REQUIRE6 BY THE MustuM~ 
MustuM DtSIGN ASSOCIATES, AN ARCHITECTURAL GROUP FORMED TO ~ORK WITH 
THE MUSEUM, ~HOl)l,.D ~E ASKE[) TO [)f:Vf:L()P <;QNCf:PTllAb SKf:TCHE;S FOR 1,JSf: 
IN MUSEUM PROMOTION AND F'UND.,.RAISING. ONCE PARK DEPARTMENT APPROVAL 
IS OBTAINEDj SURVEY WORK SHOULD BE UNDtRTAKtN AS REQUIRED roR CAVE. 
PLANNING. MUSEUM PERSONNEL SHOULD DEVELOP A MASTER PLAN or tXHIBIT 
CONTENT AND EXHIBIT ~OCATION. As SOON AS REASONABLE ASSURANCE IS RE• 
CEIVED THAT FUNDING WILL BECOME AVAILABLE, THE RECOMMENDED MUSEUM 
STAFFING PLAN ~HOULD ~t ADOPTED AND RECRUITING SHOULD BEGIN tOR THOSE 
ME:MBE:R$ or THE: rA~RICATION TEA.M WH() Wll,,L [)() THE DETAll,,_ED PLANNING. 
SIMILARLY, MuSEU~ DESjGN ASs6ctATES SHOULD BE ASKED to DEVELOP DE-
TAILED PLANS roR THE SPACE SCIENCES CENTER AND ENTRY WAY• 
11. STUDY OBJECT I VE:S 
THIS REPORT SUMMARIZES THE RESULTS or THE SECOND PHASE or IMPROVEMtNT 
PLANNING roR THE KANSAS CITY MUSEUM or HISTORY AND SCIE:NCE:o IT 1$ [)~RE<;TE[) 
to THE ULTIMATE ATTAINMtNT 6F THE MUSEUM GOALS ESTABLISHED BY fHE MUSEUM 
eoARD AT THEIR Mq:T I NG OF SEPTEMBE;R 12 1 1968. 
I NV EST I GAT'I ON AND ANAL YS Is HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED TO DEr I NE A COURSE or 
ACTION THAT WILL RESULT IN A MUSEUM THAT WILL MtET THE: EXTRA-EDUCATIONAL 
AND TOURIST NEEDS or THE COMMUNITY. PARTICULAR AtttNTION HAS BEEN OIRECfti:> 
TQ: 
A. DETERMINING WHICH or THE IDENTlrlED NEEDS CAN BE rEASIBLY MET IN TERM! 
or BUDGET, MANPOWER, rACILITIES, AND VALUE TO THE COMMUNITY. 
B. [STABLISMMENT or PRIORITIES rOR VARIOUS rACETS or THE TOTAL RECOMMENDED 
PROGRAM BASED ON. IMPORTANCE TO THE COMMUN I TY (oEGREEOF Ntto}' PROBABLE: 
CO$T, PRACTICALITY or ACC()MPLISHME:NT, AN[) TIME: REQUIRED roR ACC()MPL.1$H-
MENt. 
C. DEVELOPMENT OF A REALISTIC WORk PLAN FOR ACCOMPLISHING EACM IMPROVE• 
MENT PROJECT AS WELL AS THE TOTAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. 
b. DESIGN or AN ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE AND MANPOWER PLAN roR THE MustuM 
THAT W1LL PROVIDE roR AN ErrECTIVE COMPLETION or PROJECTED IMPROVtMENTS 
-4-
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AS WELL AS MAINTAINING DAY-TO-DAY SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY. 
E. PREPARATION or A MASTER ~tHEOOLE tb Cu1ot ACCOMPLISHMENT or THE 
ovtR-ALL PROGRAM; AND PROVIPE: A M£ANS roR EVALUATING PROGRESS AND 
PERFORMANCE. 
I I I • SCOPE AND METHOD OF ._S1UDY 
TH£ STUDY Pl,.A_N Of:Vf:l,.OPEO AT THE OUTSET or TH Is ASSIGNMENT HAS BEEN MOD 1-
F' IED DURING THE COURSE OF' STUDY• FINDINGS INDICATED THE ADVISABll...ITY 
OF' A CHANGE: IN APPROACH TO DEVELOP MORE REALISTIC IMPROVEMENT RECOMMEN-
DATIONS. As EAtH VARIATION FROM THE ORIGINAL PLAN APPEARED TO OFFER 
ADVANtAGE 1 THESE CHANGES WERE REVIEWED WITH THE: MUSf:UM D1R£CTOR. FOR 
~XAMPL£: 1 THE PROBABLE AVAILABILITY OF' TWO SPECIFIC ALTE:RNATE SITES, 
BOTH MEETING LOCATION AND SIZE CRITERIA, HAS PERMITTED P!,.ANNING TO BE 
MORE: SP£Clrlt. STUDY WORK, HOWEVER, WAS DELAYED F'O~ A TIME WHILE PROeABLE 
AVAILABILITY WAS INVESTIGATED. 
A. THE INVESTIGATION AND RESEARCH ON WHICH RECOMME:NDATIONS ARE PREDICATED 
WfRt DEVELOPED OVER A PERIOD or APPROXIMATEl,.Y A YEAR. DURING THIS 
TIME, POTENTIAL SITES WERE INVESTIGATED, THE DIRECTORS or OTHER MU~ 
SE:UMS WERE INTERVIEWED EITHER AT THEIR MUSEUM OR AT THE ANNUAL Cc>N-
VENTION or THE: A_Mf:RICAN As~OCIATION or MUSEUMS. Two VISITS WERE 
MADE TO THE MILWAUKEE MustuM to EXAMINE EXHIBIT FABRICATION, PLANNING 
ANO SCHEDULINGj ANO TO OBTAIN ACTUAi,. ~ABRICATION COSTS. 
B. AN ORGAN I ZAT l·ON MANUAL WAS DEVEL,OPEO F'OR THF,: MUSE;UM AS A GU I Of: F'OR 
CURRENT OPERATIONS, AND AS A POINT OF DEPARTURE FOR PROJEbf INC fUttiRt 
ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS. 
c. A BUOGEflNC METHOD WAS DEVELOPED AND A PRELIMINARY BUDGET b0TLINED 
TO PROVIDE A BASIS FOR IMMiDIATE AND 1,.0NG-RANG£ BUPG£T PLANNING. 
Do. DuRING THE COURSE OF THE ASSIGNMENT, INFORMAi,. WRITTEN ANO ORAi,. PROGRESS 
REPORTS WERE MADE TO THE MUSEUM DIRECTOR AND THE CHAIRMAN OF THE PLANNING 
COMM I t~ttE. 
IV. MUSEUM GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLI CY 
AT A MEETING ON SEPTEMBER 12, 1968, THE BOARD OF GoVERNORS APPROVf:O TH£ 
Rf:COMMENOATIQNS or THE PLANNIN~ COMMITTEE:, ADOPTING THE COMMITTEE'S PRE~ 
LIMINARY REPORT SUBMITTED ON JULY ij. APPROVAL AUTHORIZED SPECIFIC SHORT• 
RANGE PROGRAMS, IPf:NTIFIEP THE MUSf:UM ARf:AS.TQ ~£: ~QNSIPf:REP FQR INCLUSION 
IN THE MusEuM BE I NG PLANNED, AN-[) AUTHOR I ZED THE PL.ANN I NG COMM I Tftt to PRO-
CEED WITH PLANNING F'OR A MAJOR MUSEUM FACll,.ITY. THIS DECISION PROVIOf:p THE: 
BACKGROUND FOR DEFINITION or RECOMMENDED GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICIES. 
A. AREAS OF MUSEUM SPECIALTY 
LACH OF THE AREAS OF MUSEUM SPECIALTY OUTLINED IN THE PLANNING COMMIT--
ttt's REPORT HAS BEEN EVALUATED TO PROJECT THE AMOUNT OF EXHIBIT SPACE: 
R£QUIRED 1 THE AMOUNT OF SUPPORT SPACE REQUIRED, THE PROBABLE LOCATION 
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IN TERMS or ADJACENT DEPARTMENTS, AND UNUSUAL COST CHARACTERISTICS. 
THES~ DEPARTMENTS AR~ ID~NTlrlED ALONG WITH $PACE CRIT~RIA IN EX-
HIBIT I. 
B. SITE SELECTION 
VARIOUS SltES AND BUILblN~S HAVE BEEN INVESTIGAtED, AND fHOSE APPEARING 
TO MEET THE SPACE NEEDS or T~E Mus£UM HAVE BEEN EVALUATED IN TERMS or 
CONSTRUCTION, EXHIBIT, AND OPERATING COSTS, AS WELL AS DEGREE Of PUB-
LIC ACCEPTAN~E. AMONG THE$~ HAV~ ~~~N TH~ UNION STATION, SURrACE SPACE 
IN PtNN VALLEY PARK, UNDERGROUND SPACE IN PENN VALLEY PARK, RESTORAtlON 
or THE LONG HOME, THE KAW RIVER BLurr, AND THE blBERTY MEMORIAL. CUR-
SORY CONSIDERATION HAS BEEN GIVEN NEIGHBORHOOD MUStUMS ANb THE LINE 
CREEK ARCHAEOLOGICAi,, SITE. 
C. _S_H6R_f~RAN.GE __ GQALS_ 
MUSEUM PERSONNEL HAVE CONTINUED to PURSUE THE IDENTIFIED SHORT,..RANGE 
GOALS IN PUBLIC EDUCATION, PROMOTION, AND PUBLICITY. THE CONSULTANT 
HAS NOT BEEN INVOLVED IN TH~$~ ACTIVITl~S. HOWEVERp IT IS REPORTED 
THAT THE JUN.IOR LEAGUE HAS UNDERTAKEN RESPONSIBILITY tOR SUPPORTING 
THE RESOURCE CENTER, A BENErlT HAS BEEN HELD TO ~UPPORT TH~ MOBILE 
PLANETARIUM, A REGULAR RADIO PROGRAM HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN, ANO THE Mu-
$EUM HAS HAQ GQOQ PRESS AND HAS BEGUN A REGULAR MUSEUM PUBLICATION. 
SPECIAL E~HIBITS ~AVE BEEN ARRANGED, THE MOST IMPORTANT ~~ING THE 
CURRENT NASA EXHIBIT AT THE WARD PARKWAY S~OP~ING CtNTER. 
b. l I BERJ:Y_MEMQ_RJ AL 
ALTHOUGH THE BOARD CONCURRED WITH THE PLANNING COMMITTEE'S RECOMMENDA-
TION IN R~GARD TO THE ~IBERTY MEMORIALj IT APPEARS APPROPRIATE TO GIVE 
ruRtHER CONSIDERATION TO THIS sueJECT. TH~ ~ITY DO~S NqT HAVE TH~ 
TECHNICAL CAPABILITY TO OPERATE THE MEMORIAL ttttCflVELY, AND SINCE 
THE MUSEUM DOES, IT IS QUITE LOGICAL THAT TH~ MU$EUM SHOULD UNDERTAKE 
THIS RES~ONSIBILITY. 9ECAUSE IT IS LIKELY tHAf fHE PAR~ DEPARTMENT 
WILL PLAY A MAJOR AOL~ IN TH~ M~SEUM 1 S rUTURE PLANS, WE WOULD RECOM-
MEND CAREFUL RE~ONSIOERAflON or THEIR REQUEST REGARDING THE blBERTY 
MEMORIAi,,. 
E. CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC CONTR.IBUT.ION TO THE_COMMUNITY_ 
1. THE MUSEUM HAS CONTINUED TO EXPAND ITS SERVICES IN MEETING tHt 
EXTRA-(DUCATJONAL N~Eos or THE COMMUNITY IN ITS WORK IN RADIO, 
jfs PUBLICATION, otr-PREMISES EXHIBITS, CONTINUED SCHOOL TOURS, 
AND TH~ LIK~. IT 1$ OUR OPINIQN THAT If THE RECOMMENDED PROGRAM 
ot MustuM IMPROVEMENT IS UNDERTAKEN, NO NEW EDU(;ATIONAL PROGRAMS 
$HOUl,,D BE STARTED UNLESS THEY DIRECTLY CONTRIBUTE TO THE PUBLIC 
IMAGE o~ FUNO-RAISINC CAPABILITY or TH~ MUSEUM. IT IS OUR OPINIQN 
THAT BOTH THE TALENTS AND AVAILABLE BUDGET ot THE MustUM SHOULD BE 
DI REC TED TO\!ARD THE 10-YE:AR I MPROV~M~NT PROGRAM, ANO THAT OTHER· 
PROGRAMS WHICH MIGHT DELAY fACILltjts IMPROVEMENt OR LIMIT SUCCESS 
SHOULD BE DErERRED. 
~. IN OUR OPINION, THE ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF A MAJOR MVS~UM TO OUR 
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COMMUNITY CAN EQUAL OR EXCEED THE COMBINED CONTRIBUTION or PRO-
f"ESS 1 ONAL rootBALL AND PR or (ss 1 oNAL BASEBALL. IN i96a, rn e; AN-
NUAL ATTENDANCE AT MUSEUMS EXCEEDED 200,000,000, OR MUSEUM ATTEN,.. 
DANQE EQUALED THE NATIONAL POPULATION. ATTENDANCE AT MUSEUMS 
HAS CONTINUED TO- ACCELERAT.E. Of 3,443 ~1USEUMS IN THE; COUNTRY, 
1,964 REf>ORTED TOTAL ATTENPANCt A? FOL.L.OWS: 
I 19s2 I 1957 
1952 
1967 (t;;sT.) 
i9/2 (Est.) 
83,000,000 
122,000;000 
185,000,000 
a83,ooo,ooo 
432,000,000 
S()URCE: A STAT 1 STICAL S_URV_EY OF Mu_s_t_u1-1s, 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION ()f MUSEUMS, 196). . - - .. 
ON THE BASIS OF THESE f"IGURES, ANO ALLOWINd FORT~~ NO"-RE;PORTING 
MUSEUMS, IT SE;EMS L.OGIC:A!,, THAT THERE WILL BE APPROXIMATELY TWO 
MUSEUM ATTENDANCES EAeH YEA~ f"OR E;Vf.:RY MAN, WOMAN, AND CH I LO IN 
THE; COUNTRY. QUITE LOGICALLY THEN, KANSAS (jfy MICHT REASONABLY 
PROJEeT THE TOTAL MUSEUM ATTE;N[)ANC:f.: .AT ABOUT 3,600,000 BASED ON 
THE POPULATION or ITS MARKET AREA (1.,800,000). A COMBINED GENERAL., 
~C:IE;NCf.:, HISTORY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND ARCHAEOLOGY MUSEUM MAY BE EX~ 
PECTED TO DRAW 55~5 or THIS T()TAL, OR 2,000,000 VISITORS. 
ANOTHER Af>PROACH TO ATTEN[)ANCE; PROJECTION CAN BE MADE UTILIZING 
ATTENDANCE AT tHt NtLS6N GALLERY AS A BASE. IN T~E; TA~!-E BEL.OW, 
THE AVE;RAGE; ATTENDANCE PER MUSEUM FACILITY, ~y TYPE, is SHOWN FOR 
tHt YEAR 1962. AttENDANCE AT THE Ne;L~ON GAL.bERY FOR 1967 WAS Rt~ 
P()RTE;D TO BE 3501000, OR j.43 TIMES AS MANY PEOPLE ATTENDED THE 
- - ,/' -
GALLERY AS ATTENDED THE TYP I CAI;. ART MUSEUM IN 19o2. THUS, It IS 
REASONABLE TO txPtCf fHAT ATTENDANCE AT MUSEUMS or VARIOUS TYPES 
IN KANSA? (;ITY W()ULD BE 3,43 TIMES THE AVt~~GEAtfENOANCE PER 
fACILlfY SHOWN IN THE TABLE. SY MUL.TIPlYING AVERAGE ATTENDANCE 
f"OR THE VAR I ous TYPES OF f AC IL IT I ts THAT w I LL e·OMPR I SE THE KANS A? 
ClfY MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND SCIE;NCf.:, WE FIND THAT A TOTAL AfttNDANCE 
()f 3,100,000 CAN BE EXPECTED. -
USING THE SAME L0~1c, ZbO ATTENDANCE IN KANSAS CITY FOR 1967 WAS 
l,Ga9,ooo, OR a.88 TIMES THE ATTENDANCE AT THE .AVERAGE zoo FACILITY. 
BY MEANS 6F A SIMILAR CALCULATION, THf.: TOTA~ PROJECTED ATTENDANCE 
AT THE KAN?AS CnY Myse;uM wouLD BE 2,660,000. 
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TYPE or FAtlLlfY 
GENERAL MUSEUMS 
~IVE: MUSEUMS (Zoo) 
SCIENCE MUSEUMS 
ltBRARY WITH SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
ART MUSF;UMS 
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ARCHAEOLOGY 
CHjLDRtN's MustuM$ 
HISTORY MUSEUMS 
HISTORIC Bull,DINGS & RESTORATIONS 
RE:LATEo ORGAN1~AT10Ns 
AVERAGE ATTENDANCE 
PER [AC LLJ TY'. (1962) 
577,000 
357,000 
197 000 
140:000 
J..Of ,000 
78,000 .. 67,000 
53,000 
37,000 6,ooo __ .....;;. __ _ 
1,613,000 
ESTIMATED 
PRO RATA TO 
NELSON GALLERY 
1,980,000 
670,000 
a65,ooo 
185,000 
3,100,000 
ALTHOUGH THE LOGIC IS SOUND, WE TEND TO QUESTION THE RESULT or 
3,100,000 A.NNUAL ATTENDANCE. WE DO BEL I EVE A PROJECT ION or Bt-
TWEEN 1,500,000 AND 2,000,000 IS REALISTIC. THE MILWAUKEE PUB-
LIC MUSEUM, AN UNFINISHED GENERAL MUStUMj HAS AN ANNUAL ATTtN~ 
DANCE Of APPROXIMATELY 800,000 IN A DOWNTOWN LOCATION. THE CITY 
OF MILWAUKEt IS COMPARABLt IN POPULATION TO KANSAS City, ~ut HAS 
A MUCH SMALLER DRAWING AREA WITH .MAJOR MUSEUM CO(l.1PF;TITION IN 
CHICAGO, ONLY 90 MILES AWAY. 
IF A BALL TEAM THAT MAY DRAW 1,000,000 IS WORTH $:1.Q,000,000 PLU~ 
THE COST Of A STADIUM, WHAT IS A MUStUM WORTH THAT DRAWS AT LEAST 
. l,,500,000 AND, ADDITIONALLY, CONTRIE:!IJT~S TO THF; CIJl.TIJRAl WElfARE 
6t tHE t6MMUNIT~? 
V. FACILITIES REQUIRED 
!N GENERA~, THE SPACE RE~UIRED FOR A MUSEUM MUST BE ACCtS$1~Lt TO THt PU~~ 
LIC 1 HIGHLY VISIBLE, AND SUITABLE: F()R HOUSING F;XHIBITS AND CONDUCTING THE 
PROGRAMS 6t tHt MustuM. THUS, A 01seusSION or FACILITIES MUST DEAL WITH 
THF; AMOl.JNT Of SPACE ~EEDED, ITS LOCATION IN THE COMMUNITY, THE TYPE OF" 
SPACE REQUIRED, AND ITS COST. 
A. SPACE REQUIRED 
IN GENERAL, TH' AMOUNT or ~PA~E: RF;QUIRED IS IJNRELATED TO EITHER ATTEN-
6ANCE OR tHE sttE ot THE COMMUNlt~. IT TENDS RATHER TO BE A FUNCTION 
QF COST AND TYPE: or MUSEUM. THE EARLIER STUDY OF EXTRA~EDUCATIONAL 
NEEDS ANO tOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION IN THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY IDENTIFIED 
CURATORIAL DEPARTMENTS IN WHICH THE MUSEUM SHOULD EXHIBIT. EACH or THt 
AREAS WAS EXAMINED TO DETERMINE THE OPTIMUM EXHIE:!IT SPACE REQUIRED TO 
MAKt AN ttttCTIVt EXHl~lt PREStNtAtiON IN EACH ·CURAfORIAL DEPARTMENf OR 
ARF;A. THE AMOUNT or ~UPPORT ~PACE: Al,.l,.OCATED TO EACH CURATOR I Al,. DEPART-
MENT HAS BEEN BASED ON EXAMINATION OF OTHER MUSEUMS~ A COMPLETE PRESEN-
TATION OF SPACE NEEQS BY DF;PARTMF;NT ANP PIJRPO'E IS PRF;SENTF;D A' EXHIBIT I 
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or THIS REPORT. WE SUGGEST THAT A CURSORY EXAMINATION BE MADE BEFORE 
READING FURTHER. 
THt TOTAL SPACE REQUIRED FOR AN trrtttlVE MUSEUM SUITABLE fOR KANSAS 
CITY IS APPROXIMATELY 500,000 SQUARE FEET. THIS REPORT OUTLHJES A 
lO~YEAR PLAN IN WHICH APPROXIMATELY 50,000 SQUARE FEET or SPACE WILL 
BE DEVELOPED PER YEAR INCLUDING 28)000 SQUARE FEET or EXHIBIT SPACE 
TO BE OPENED TO THE PUBLIC EACH YEAR. 
Ar THE CONCLUSION or THIS lO~YEAR ~ROGRAM, IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT 
FURTHER ATTENTION MAY BE DIRECTED TO $UGH ARtA$ or MUSEUM ACTIVITY 
AS AN AQUARIUMi CLIMATRON, BOTANICAL GARDENS, OR HISt0RltAL VILLAGE. 
THESE ARE NOT INCLUDED WITHIN THE scpP( or THI$ REPORT. 
B. LOCATION AND SITE 
THE USEFULNESS OF A MUStUM TO A t6MMUNltY DEPENDS ON Ifs REAbY ACCESS!~ 
BILITY TQ R(SID(NTS or ~HE COMMUNITY, AND TO VISITORS OUTSIDE THE COM~ 
MUNITY. It MUSt $E PLACEb IN A LOCAtlON THAT IS EASILY AC9(SSIE3LE VIA 
MAJOR TRAFFIC ARTERIES, AND ON A SITE WH.ICH PROVIDES ADEQUATE PARKING. 
BtY6Nb THIS, tost FOR BOTH· LAND AND STRUCTURE 8(90M(S A MAJOR CONSIDERA-
TION lNASMUCH AS A MUSEUM SHOULD DIRE~T AS MUCH bf ITS RESOURCES AS 
POSSIBLE TOWARD EXHIE31TS AN[) PROGRAMS. IN EVAl,.UATING POTENTIAL LOCA• 
TIONS AND SITES IN KANSAS CITY, fHESE CRltERIA WERE CONSlbERED, ALTHOUGH 
IT SHOULD NOT BE ASSUMED THAT ALL POTENTIAL SITES HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED~ 
PENN VALLtY PARK MEETS THESE CRlfERIA, AND ALTHOUGH ITS AVAILABILITY 1$ 
NOT ASSURED, IT SEEMS REASONABLE TO EXPECT THAT IF IT oats BECOME AVAILA-
BLE, NO SltE COST WILL BE INVOLVED. THE UNION STATION, ON TH( OTHER 
H_AND, IS A FACILITY WHICH MIGHT Bt ADAPTED TO MUSEUM ust, ALTHOUGH AT 
THIS POINT IT APPEARS THAT TH( PROE3A8LE REMODELING COST, WHEN COMBINED 
WITH PURCHASE PRICE AND OPERAilNG c6sts, WOULD MAKE THE STATION A POOR 
CHOICE. 
DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY, AffENTl6N HAS $EEN DIRECTED TO THE 
ADVISA$1LITY OF MULTIPLE LOCATION$, AND IT APPEARS THAT AT LEAST TO 
SOME EXTENT THIS SHOULD st FOLLOWED. THE PRESENT SITE AND THE LIBERTY 
MEMORIAL HAVE BEEN D~V(~OPED AS MUSEUM FACILITIES, AND SHOULD CONTINUE 
TO BE us to AS SUCH. THE PRESENT s I TE Is SU I TA.E3LE AS A MUSt::UM Of LOCAi,.. 
ANQ AMERICAN HISTORYj AND ULTIMATELY A REP.LICA bf EARLY KANSAS C1tv 
MIGHT BE BUILT IN THE VICINITY. THE MUSEUM HAS BEEN ASKED BY THE CITY 
TO UNDERTAKE OPERATING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE Ll$ERTY MEMORIAL. INAS-
MUCH AS THE MUSEUM HAS THE TECHNICA~ CAPABILITY TO OPERATE IT EFFECTIVtLY, 
IT SEEMS PRO~ER AND LOGICAL THAT THE SITE SHOULD ALSO SECOM~ A PART Of 
THE MUSEUM COMP~(X. 
Ti-I( PARK DEPARTMENT IS ALSO CONCERNED WITH ITS 11 LINE CREEK 11 ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
tXCAVAT16N. THIS AGAIN FALLS WITHIN THE TECHNICAL CAPAE31LITY or THE Mu-
SEUM. F~R BOTH LINE CREEK AND THE MtMORIAL, eubGEt coNSIOE~AtlONS PRE~ 
CLUbE IMMEDIATE ASSUMPTION or OP~RATING RESPONSIBILITY, BUT BOTH SHOULD 
et ENCOM~Assto IN PLANS rO~ tHE FU~U~E. 
IT IS ALSO ~OSSIBLt THAT NtlGHBO~HOOD MUSEUMS WILL BE FUNDED FEDERALLY, 
WHICH WILL EXT~ND THE MUSEUM EVEN FARTHER AFIELD. 
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IN SPITE or THESE LOGICAL EXTENSIQNS or TH~ MU?E:UM 1 S OPERATION TO 
VARIOUS LOGATIONS 1 IT IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE THAT THE MUSEUM REMAHI 
AS CENTRALLZED AS POSSIBLE. EACH ADDITIONAL 1,.0CAT~ON MAY ~;. EX-
PE<;TE~ TO INCREASE co~ns AND CREATE ADMINISTRATIVE AND CURATORIAL 
DEMANDS. ALTHOUGH IT 1$ HIGHLY DESIRABLE THAT THE MUSEUM SERVE THE 
~NTl~E: COMMUNITY INCLUDING JOHNSON COUNTY AND WYANDOTTE COUNTY, IT 
IS NOT PRACtlCAL T6 OPERAtE A SEPARATE FACILITY IN EVERY POLITICAL 
SUBDIVISION IN THE URBAN AREA• ALTERNATIVE LOCATIONS AT WHICH ADE-
QUATE SPACE CAN BE PROVIDED INCLUDE: 
1. UNION STATION 
THE STATION IS PRESENTl,.Y OWNEP l;IY THE: TF;:RMINAL RAILWAY COMPANY. 
THE:RE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT THE TERMINAL RAILWAY COMPANY WILL MAKE 
t~E StAtlON AVAILA~LE foR Muse:uM u$t At A RtASONAbLE PRICE, AND 
EVEN so, THE SPACE WOUI,.() NOT s; CONSIDERED IDEAL.. To B;COME A 
tlRSf CLASS MUSEUM fACILlfY, fHt StAfl6N WOULD .ktQUIRt EXttNSIVt 
R;MODEl,.IN(I, WHICH MIGHT Rl,IN AS HIG_H AS THE COST OF N~W CONSTRUC-
TION. A REASONABLE ESTIMATE FOR SPACE REMODELING MIGHT BE $15.00 
PER F60T, TO WHICH MUST BE ADDED THE PURCHASE PRICE. FOR EXAMPLE, 
IF THE PURC~ASE PRICE AMOUNTED TO T~E EQUIVALENT or $3,500,000, 
THE TOTAL COST FOR MUSEUM SPACE WOULD BE ABOUT $25.00 PER FOOT; 
ANI? IT IS OUR QPINIQN THAT .A NEW E!UILDING SUPERIOR TO THE: STATION 
eouLD BE GONSfRUCfED 6N CITY ~ROUND tOR tHI$ AMOUNT. THE StATION 
POSES PROBLEMS OF INFLEXIBILITY, INADEQUATE SPACE ON THE STREET 
L;VE:l FLOOR, LACK OF AIR CONDITIQNIN~, AND A REQUIREME:NT FOR MAJOR 
REMODELING. WE ob N6t BELIEVE tHE StAflON SH6ULD bE coN$1DEREb 
FURTHER IF UN()ERGROUND SPACE: CAN s; MADE: AVAll,.ABt,.E:~ 
2. NEW STRUCTURE 
A NEW STRUCTURE Ot AbtQUAfE SIZE ANb C6MPARA~LE IN QUALITY f6 fHt 
Ml,ISEUM IN Mlt,.WAUKEE: CQl]l,.D BE CONSTRUCTED FOR A_PPROXIMATELY $30.00 
PER SQUARE toot, EXtLUSIVE Of $1fE. A fAGILITY Of fHE NECESSARY 
SIZE WOUl,.I? ~OST IN THE: VIGINITY OF $13,500,000 FOR CONSTRUCTION 
ALONE. A LE$$ E~PENSIVE ALTERNATIVE WOULD PERMIT CONSTRUCTION 
SAVINGS TO BE DEVOTED TO EXH l.B I TS AND MUSEUM PROGRAMS. ALso, IT 
WOULD PROBABLY BE IMPRACTICAL AND, IN THE LONG ~UN, MQRE: COSTLY 
TO UNDERTAKE CONSTRUCTION ON A PIECtMEAL BA$1S• THiRTEEN•AND-A-
HALf" MILLION DOLLARS WOULD HAVE TO E!E RAISE:{> BY BONDS OR OTHE:R 
MEANS BEF"ORE CONSTRUCTION COULD BE STARTED. 
3. AN UNDERGROUND FACILITY 
It IS A VIRTUAL C-ERTAINTY THAT LIMESTONE STRATA BENEATH PENN VALLEY 
PARK IS SUITABLE FOR MINING AND CONSTRUCTION 6r A tAvt SIMILAR TO 
THOSE: EXISTING IN MANY OTHER PLACE:S IN THE KANSAS CITY AREA. Sl]CH 
SPACE CAN bE EXtAVATE6 ANO flNISHEO FOR APPROXIMATELY $7.50 PER 
FOQT. T~IS IS ONE-FOURTH THE COST OF SURFACE CONSTRUCTION, AND 
P~OBAaLY ABOUT HAL~ tHE cost or MAJOR REMODELING IN AN EXIST1NG. 
STRUCTURE. SUCH SPACE IS EMINENTLY SUITABLE FOR USE BY THE MUSEUM 
FOR A NUMBER OF REASONS. THE ONLY POSSIBLE DRAWBACK MAY REVOLVE 
ARQUND THE NECESSITY TO DO ADDITIONAL EXCAVATION TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE 
CEILING HEl~HT fOR CERtAIN EXHl81TS. ONLY A SURVEY CAN MAKE GERTAIN 
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THE DEGREE TO WHICH THIS MAY BE A DISADVANTAGE. OPERATING COSTS 
IN AN UNDERGROUND FACILITY MAY BE EXPECTED TO BE AROUND 40¢ P~R 
SQUARE FOOT, COMPARED TO ROUGHLY $:),..00 PER SCWARE FOOT IN A SUR-
FACt FACIL.ITY. 6PtRATING COSTS IN THE UNION STATION COULD BE tvtN 
HIGHER. UNQERGROUND SPAC~ CAN 13E HIQHbY FbEXIBl,.E AND OFFERS EX-
CELLENt PROfECtlON to ARTIFACfs. THERE IS NO DANGER OF Fl~E AND 
OVER-ALI,. SECURITY IS IMPROVED. THE SPACE MAY BE READILY EXPANDED 
AT LOW COST. THE LACK OF WINDOWS IS NO 'ROBLEM INASMVCH AS VERY 
FEW MUStUMS HAVt WINDOWS, AND MANY or THOSE THAT DO covtR T~tM 
UP TO PERMIT PROPER CONTROL OF LIGHT IN EXHIBIT AREAS. 
A MOST ATTRACTIVE OFFER WAS MADE BY ONE SOURCt IN THE COURSE or 
INVESTIGATION or UNDERGROUND FACILITIES. IN EFFECT, THf.: OFFER 
INVbLVEO PR6vjs10N OF SPAtt At NO tost, txtEPt FOR 6PERAflNG costs, 
IN EXCHANGE FOR PERMISSION TO EXCAVATt AND OPtRATt ADDITIONAL SPAtE 
UMDER A LONG-TERM LEASE. ArTER A PERIOD or TIME, THE: LEASE MIGHT 
BE EXPECTED TO PROVIDE REVENUE TO THE MUSEUM OF THE PARK DEPARTMtNT. 
REcOMMtl'JOED touR$E or AcT16N 
If IS OUR OPINION THAT APPROXIMATELY 100,000 SQUARE FEET or SUR-
FACE C()NSTRl.)CTION, AND 350,000 SQUARE FEET OF UNDERGROUND SPACEi 
BE COMBINED WITH R[MODELEQ ~PACE: IN THE: ~()NG HOME AND THE LIBERTY 
MtMORIAL to PROVIDt FOR tHE tbiAL MDSEUM COMPLEX. THE PLANETARIUM 
DQME: COUbD NOT BE EFFECTIVELY HOUSED IN AN UNDERGROUND LOCATION, 
AND AN UNDERGROUN-b OBSERVATORY IS UNWORKABLE. ANY UNDERGROUND 
FACll,.ITY WILL REQUIRE ENTRY WAY CONSTRUCTIONi AND A PLANETARIUM~ 
OBSERVATORY~SPACE SCIENCES CENTER COULD ALSO PROVIDE LOBBY, El,.E-
VATOR, AND SALtS DESK FACILITIES. COM~LEfE WlfH EXHlBltS AND 
INSTRUMENTATION, SUCH A SURFACE: FACILITY COULD HOUSE A PLANETARIUM 
SEATING 400. \·/E tSTIMATE CONSTRUCTION COSTS AT APPROXIMATELY 
$3,49i;,000, VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION AT $200,000, AND INSTRUMENTA-
TION, tXHIBltS, FURNITURE, AND FIXTURES AT $2,3J.9,ooo. THus, THE: 
TOTAL COST SHOULD RUN IN THE VICINITY OF $),900,000 fO $6,000,000. 
fHRtt HUNDRED AND flffY THOUSAND ~QUARE FEET OF UNDERGROUND SPACE 
COULD BECOME AVAILABLE ON AN AS-REQUIRED BASIS FOR A MAXIMUM or 
$2,600~000, AND It -IS -ENTIRELY POSSIBLE THAT THE SPACE: COULD 13E:-
C()ME AVAll,.A_BLE TO THE MUSEUM AT NO COST AT ALL• 
THE COST or REMODELING THt LONG HbMt btPENDS ON THE DEGREE or 
RESTORATION, ANP DONE: PROPE:Rl,.Y, THESE COSTS COULD EASILY EXCEED 
THAT OF NEW CONSTRUCTION. COMPLETE REStORA~ION WAS ESTIMATED AT 
$4,400,000 BY ONE EXPE.R I ENCE:P ARCHITECT. WE ESTIMATED REMODEi:. iNG 
COSTS FOR THE LONG HOME AT APPROXIMATELY $472,500; AND LIBERTY 
ME:MORIAI,. Rf:MODELING WAS SIMILARLY ESTIMATED AT $180,000 ON THE 
BASIS OF' $15.00 PER SQUARE FOOT, ~HICH SHOULP PROVIPE ADEQUATE 
RE;MODEl,.ING BUT NOT RESTORATION. THUS, THt TOTAL CONSTRUCTION 
COST INVOLVED IN MEETING THE MUSEUM 1 S NEEDS WILL ~E: ABOUT $7,000,000 
(IN 197L DOLl,.ARS) UNDER THIS ALTERNATIVt~ 
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C. CONST~UCTION GUIDELINES 
FROM OUR OBSERVATION OF OTHER MUSEUMS, WE BELIEVE THE FOLLOWING 
GENERAL GUIDELINES MAY BE HELPFUL IN ~LANNING~ 
EXHIBIT SPACE$ SHOULD BE PREPARED BY THE CONTRACTOR IN AN UN-
FINISHtD CONDITION. t1NISHING WILL BE OONt IN c6~JUNtt10N WltH 
EXHIBIT FABRICATION. IN MILWAUKEE, EXHIBIT AREAS WERE DELIVERED 
TO tHE MUSEUM WITH CONCRET£ FLOORS, WALLS, AND CEILING. RoµGH 
ELECTRICAL FACILITIES WERE BROUGHT INTO THE SPACE TO PROVICt WORK 
LIGHT. THE AIR HANDLING SYSTEM WAS CQMPl~TELY DUCT~p, WHICH HAS 
PROVEO to et A MISfAKE SiNCE SUBStANflAL REMObEllNG OF tHE DUCT 
WORK HAS BEEN NECESSARY AS THE £XHIBITS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED~ IT 
IS OUR OPINION, T-HEREFORE, THAT ELECTRICAL DI STRI BUT I ON ON THE 
Fl.,OOR, LIGHTING, CONVENIENCE OUTLETS, EXHIBIT LIGHTING, susPtNDtD 
CEILING, PAINTING ANQ FlOQR CQV~RING CAN ON~Y BE DONE EFFECTIVELY 
IN CONJUNCTION WlfH EXHIB_IT FABRICATION. THIS WILL BE TRUE 
WHETHER THE WORK IS PERFORMED BY MUSEUM PtRSONNtL OR buts1bE co~­
fRACTORS. 
2. SUPPORT SPACE 
3. 
SUPPORT SPAC~, AS WE HAVE DEFINED IT, INCLUDES ALL THAT SPACE NOT 
otvoTtD to EXHIB.ITS. INCLUDED ARE STORAGE AREAS, PUBLIC AREAS, 
CLASSROOM AND AUDITORIUM SPACE~ OFFICE SPACEj WORK SPAC£ FOR LABS 
AND WORKSHOPS, LIBRARY, AND EQUIPMENT ROOMS. SUPPORT SPACE IN A 
MUSEUM OF THIS SIZE APPEARS TO REQUIRE ABOUT 40% OF' fOTAL SPACE. 
FURTHER StUDY MAY INDICAT~ THE N(EQ F'OR A Sl.,IGHTLY HIGHER ALLOWANCE. 
STANDARDS USED IN ESTIMATING 
IN MAKING TH( QV~R-Al.,I., ESTIMATES OF COST INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT, 
fHt FOLLOWINd STANDARDS WERE USED. 
A. 8ASEb ON MILWAUKEE COSTS PROJECTED F'ORWARQ UNTI~ 1971, EXHIBIT 
F'ABRICATION IS ESTIMATED AT $35.6b PER SQUARE F'OOT INCLUDING 
F'LOOR·C:OV(RING, Gl.,AZING, PAINTING, SUSPENDED CEILING, LIGHTING, 
AND THE LIKE. IT INCLUDES 50ME Al.,LQWANCE FOR THE PROCUREMENT 
OF ARTIFACTS, AND COMPLETE FABRICAtlON ot EXHtBITS BY THE Mu~ 
$£UM 1 S OWN CREW. OTHER INTERVl(WS INDICATED SQUARE FOOT COST$ 
THAT VARIED CONSIDERABLY, PARTICULARLY WHEN EXHIBITS WERE DE.., 
SIGNED AND FABRICATED ON A CONTRACT BASIS. fOR EXAMPLE, AT 
THE CHICAGO MustuM 6f Sc1tNCE AND INDUStRY, WHERE ALL EX~IBITS 
AR~ Q~SIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED BY CONTRACTORS, COSTS RANGED FROM $65.00 PER SQUARE FOOT TO $100.00 PER SQUARE FOOT. AT THE CIN-
CINNATI MUSEUM, A COST OF $45.00 PER SQUARE FOOT WAS INCURRED 
ON PHYSICAL SCIENCE EXHIBITS WITH WORK B(ING SHAR(D ~y OUTSIPE 
CONTRACTORS. THE DIRECTOR OF MUSEUM SALtS t6R tHE KEWAUNEE• 
COMPANY EST I MATES AN AVERAGE COST OF $50.00 TO $)5.00 PER SQUARE. 
FOOT ON A CONTRACT BASIS. It IS APPARE~t fRO~ fHIS VARIANCE 
THAt A GREAT DEAL DEPENDS ON MUS(UM DESIGN? PROPER BUDGETARY 
CONTROL~ AND INTERNAL FABRICATION OF EXH1a1ts. 
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B. THE CONSTRUCTION COST Of' SUPPORT SPACE HAS BEE:N f;$TIMATE:Q IN 
tHt CONVENTIONAL MAN~ER. THt ~ER SQUARE f'OOt ANb OtHtR UNlt 
COST$ USf;p IN PREPARING E:~TIMATES ARE SHOWN IN THE f'OL~OWING 
TABLE. ALL t6sts HAVE BEEN PROJEt~Eb to 1971, ALfHOUGH UNIT 
COSTS SHOWN IN THE TABLE WERE DEVELOPED IN 1968~ A 5% ESCA-
LATION f'ACTOR HAS BEEN USE:D. No PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE FOR 
PARKING, ALTHOUGH IT LS ESTIMATtD THAT ~ARKING S~ACt SH6ULb 
BE PROVIDED FOR APPROXIMATELY 500 AUTQMOBILES AT A!'~OUT 300 
SQUARE FEET ~tR AUTOMO~ILE. 
EST I MA TED COSTS 
FINISHING CONSTRUCTLONj FIXTURE! & FURNISHING 
CosT I ExH1B1t 
__ .ITEM __ __ _ __ _ __ SPACE 
WIRING 
LIGHTING, O~TbET. 
HtAtlNG, A/C 
CEILING 
FLOOR COVERING 
FINISHING COST 
(PER SQ. rt~) 
EXHIBIT COST 
(PER SQ. FT.) 
FURNISH, FIXTURE 
CQS T ( $Q • FT. ) 
TOTAL SQUARE FEET 
1.20 
1.80 
3~00 
32.00 
286-200 
- , _ 
858,600 
9,158,400 
FINJSH COSTS ($) 
EXHIBIT CosTs ($) 1 
FURN I SH, FIXTURE I 
Cos Ts ( $ ) I - -. ,. 
TOTAL CosT/AREA ; l0,017,000 
COST 
ITEM 
WIRING 
LIGHTING, OUTLET 
HEATING,-A/C 
C~lblNG 
rLOOR COVERING 
FINISHING COST 
(PER-SQ. FT~) 
~XHIBIT COST 
(PER SQ. F'T.) 
FURNISH, FIXTURE 
COST ($Q. FT.) 
TOTAL SQUARE FEET 
Orr1ct 
SPACE 
1.20 
.ao 
2.00 
1.00 
.50 
5.50 
500/PERSON 
(59) 
9,600 
53,800 FIN'ISH COSTS($) I 
ExH 1s1 t Cos ts ( $) 1i1 
FURNISH, FIXTURE 
: COSTS {$) I 28,500 
• TOTAL CosT/AREA l 82,300 
STORAGE 
SPACE 
1.20 
.80 
2.00 
4.oo 
--
8.00/RUN FT. 
( 3 SQ• FT•) 
i39,500 
558,220 
LABORAtORY 
BENCH 
1.20 
.80 I 
~LOO I 
--
4.oo 
--
9,500 
89,500 
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PvBL1c 
Sl"_ACE_ 
1.20 
.80 
2 .oo 
1.00 
.50 
- -
5.50 
--
3.00 
5,000 
27,500 
45,000 
42,500 
l I BR ARY 
SPACE 
1.20 
.8b 
z.oo 
LOO 
.')Q 
5.50 
10.00/RUN 
( j SQ• 
5,000 
27,500 
166,670 
194,170 
f"t. 
FT. 
CLASSROOM 
l\uD 1_TOR1 u~ 
l.20 
.80 
2.00 
J..oo 
.50 
--)o.oo/8 sQ. 
10,600 
58,300 
66,250 
124, )50 
EQUIPMENT 
ROOM 
1.20 
.80 
--
2.00 
--
15,000 
30,000 
rt. 
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VI • £~HlElLf __ [~BBLCAtLQt:J 
IT IS OBVIOUS to ANYONE WHO HAS VISITED MUSEUMS THAT EXHIBITS VARY FROM 
MUSEUM TO .MUSEUM AND FROM ONE AREA or CURATORIAL SPECIALTY TO ANOTHER. 
OUR INVESTIGATION INDICATES, HOWEVER, THAT FOR PLANNING AND ESTIMATING 
PURPOSES, ONE AREA CAN BE TREATED MUCH AS ANOTHER. 
IN PLANETARIUMS AND OBSERVATORIES, INSTRUMENT COSTS ARE HIGHj HOWEVER, 
fHIS APPtARS t6 Bt 6rrstt ~y THt L6WtR COST 6f StAflNd SPAtt. IN SOMt 
AREAS, EXHIBITS ARE IN PURCHASED CASESj AND IN OTHERS, EXHIBITS ARE IN 
FABRICATED DIORAMAS. Cosrs APPEAR TO BE COMPARABLE ALTHOUGH THE AREAS 
HAVING EXHIBITS IN CASES DO NOT APPEAR TO REQUIRE AS LONG TO INSTALL. 
IN THESE AREAS, LOW EXHl~IT FIGURES MAY BE MISLEAQING INA$MUCH AS MOR~ 
tEIL(Nd, fLbOR cbvtRINd, LldHtlNdj ANb WALL. tREAtMENf ARE REQUl~tb. 
A. EXHIBIT (OMPQNENTS 
CQNV[NTIONALLY, EXHl~IT$ R[QUIRE CERTAIN COMPONENTS, ALTHOUGH ALL 
NEEO NOf txlst fOR ANY dlVEN tXHIBlf. AMONG THESE AR[ tLOO~ SPACE, 
HOUSING (WHICH MAY BE A DIORAMA SHELL, STANDj OR CASE), LIGHTING, 
CEILING, AIR HANbLINd, PAINtlNG AND fLOOR COVERING, AND, IN PREPARA~ 
TION or THE EXHIBIT PROPER, SUCH CONSIDERATIONS AS BACKGROUND PAIN.TING, 
SIGNS, $P[CIAL [FFECTS 1 SP[CIA4 ~IGHTING, Fl,.OOR GROUND PREPARATIONj 
ARTIFACT PRtPARAflON, ARttfACf tbLLECfloN, dLAZINd, AND THE LIKE. 
IN A MAJ6R UNbtRTAKING SUCH AS THAT ~EINd P~OJECfED FOR THE KANSAS 
CITY MUSEUM, A SKILLED CREW SHOULD BE HIRED AND TRAINED TO PERFORM 
THE PLANNING, CONSTRUCTIQN, AND FABRICATION STEPS or EXHIBIT PREPARA-
. TION• IN 6UR OPINION~ THE CHIEF CU~AtORS SHOULD BE HIRED AT THE OUT-
SET SO THAT TH[Y MAY B[ INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING OF THE AREAS FOR 
WHICH THEY WILL BE RESPONSIBLE. THE MILWAUKEE MUSEUM IS NOT DEPART-
M.ENTAllZ[p, AND TH[R[, FOR EXAMPLE, ALI,. CURATORS COULD CONCEIVABLY 
PARTICIPAtE IN PLANNINd tHE SAME EXHIBIT. 
B. MusEuM PLANNLNG 
THE FIRST $T[P IN [XHIBIT FABRICATION MUST BE TAKEN BY THE MUSEUM 
b1RttT6R AND HIS SfAfF AS SOON AS THE AMOUNT AND GENERAL CONFIGURA-
TION OF SPACE TO BE AVAILABLE IS KNOWN. THE DIRtCTbR AND HIS STAft 
MUST ALL6CAfE SPACE BY CYRATORIAl p[PARTMENT AND, WITHIN THESE DE-
PARTMENTSj ASSIST THE CURATORS IN bEVELOPING A DEPARTMENTAL CONCEPT 
AND, WITHIN THAT, A CONCEPT FOR EACH EXHIBIT. IT SEEMS THAT THIS IS 
DONE BEST IN TEXT FORM, SUPPORTED Bi APPROP~IATE FREE~HAND SKETCHES. 
fo~ EACH DEPAATMENT 1 AND FQR EACH EXHIBIT WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT, A 
MASTER PLAN SHOULD BE bEVELOPED IN A PATTERN SIMILAR TO THE FOLLOWING: 
1. 
2. 
~: 
~: 
A: 
EoutAflONAL PURPOSE Of THE DEPARTMENT OR EXHIBIT. 
EDUCATIONAL MESSAGE OR TEACHING UNIT. 
AAfltACfS OR PRINCIPAL EXHIBIT COMPON[NTS TO ~E USED. 
SIGNS AND/OR SOUND EFf£CTS AND LIGHTING. 
RELATED MATERIALS. 
SPACE RtQUIRED. 
COST ESTIMATE. 
SKETCH 
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9. MAN HOUR ESTIMATE BY JO~ CLASSIFICATION. 
10. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OR EFFECTS. 
11. SKETCH OF THE EXHIBIT 
THESE EXHl~IT PLANS SHOULD BE ASSEMBLED IN NOTEBOOK FORM WITH REGAPS 
AND LAYOUTS ~y tURATORIAL DEPARTMENT AND FOR THE TOTAL MUSEUM. IT 
SHOUl,.D BE RECOGNIZED THAT FINAL DETAILED PLANNING MUST BE DONE IMMEDl-
AtELY PRIOR TO FABRICATIQN AND THAT CHANGES IN PLAN WILL BE MADE FROM 
DAY TO DAY. HOWEVER, ONLY Wit~ A REASONABLY ACCURATE: MAST[R PLAN CAN 
COSTS BE ESTIMATED AND PROGRESS CONTROLLED. INSOFAR AS PO~SIBLE, IT 
SHOUL_D BE COMPt..(T(D DURING THE PERIOD WHEN ARCHITtttS ARE PRtPA~ING 
CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS, SINtt THE MASTER PLAN WILL IN SOME: INSTANCES 
AFFECT ARCHITECTURAL Df:CISIONS. 
C. EXHIBIT TEAMS 
D. 
THE: Pt..ANS AND ESTIMATES MAKING UP THE 10-YEAR PROGRAM ARE BASED ON THE 
USE OF TWO PROJECT TE:AMS MADE UP OF SPECIALISTS IN PLANNING) CONSTRUC-
TION, AND FABRICATION. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT ONE TEAM WILL SPECIALIZE 
IN THE PHYSICAi,. SCIENCES, WHILE THE OTHER WILL SPECIALIZE IN THE LIFE 
SCIENCES. ALTHOUGH WE BELIEVE THAT THE PHYSICAi,. SCIENCES AND LIFE sci~ 
ENCES l;!ELONG IN THE SAME MUSEUM FACILITY, FROM BOTH A i="ABRICATION AND 
AN OPERATING STANDPOINT THEY MAY BE CONSID[RED DIFFERENT MUSEUMS. THE 
SCIENTISTS INVOLVED WILL NOT READILY INtERCHANGE BETWEEN THE LIFE SCI-
ENCES AND PHYSICAi,. SClf:NCES. fOR THIS REASON) WE FEEL THAT TWO PRbJtC~ 
TEAMS CAN WORK tff'EbflVELY, EAGH IN ITS OWN MUS[UM AREA. CURATORS WILL 
BE RES PONS IBLE FOR WORK I NG WI TH WHAT Wt HAVE CHOSEN TO CALL EXH I !31 T 
D_tS_l_GN _EN_G_l_~tER_s (OR MUSEUM PLANNERS) AND PERHAPS A CONSULT I NG EDUC A• 
TOR IN D[VEt..OPING DEPARTMENTAL AND EXHIBIT CONCEPTS AND Q[TAILED PLANS. 
THE CURATOR \./ILL BE R[SPONSIBL[ FOR 11 STORY LINE," SCIENTIFlt ACCURACY, 
AND COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF ARTIFAGTS_ AND OTHER MATERIALS TO OE 
EX~IBITED. HE WILL COOPERATE WITH THE tbUCAfOR AND MUS£UM DIRECTOR IN 
DEVELOPING THE 11 STORY LINE," SIGNS, AN_D Sl)PPORTING WRITTEN MATERIAL.• 
THE EXHIBIT DE!)IGN ENGINEER WILL BE RESPONSIBLE fOR nANNING AN EXHlt;llT 
THAT WILL ACHIEVE fHE DESIRED EDUCATIONAi,. IMPACT WITHIN THE PROJtCT ~UD­
G~T. WITH THE SENIOR ARTIST OF fHt PROJEST TEAM AND iHE: CURATOR. THE 
DESIGNER WILL ASSl)R[ HIMSELF THAT BOTH THE AESTHETIC:: AND SCIENTIFIC 
VALUES CONFORM T6 MUSEUM STANDARDS. As Pl,.ANNING IS COMPLETtD ANO APPROVED 
BY THE MUSEUM 01RtCTOR 1 CONSTRUCTION OF tXHl~lt FABRICATION SHOULD B( 
SCHEDULED• 
EXHJJU T _CONS tRUGT I ON 
EXHIBIT CONSTRUCTION l~VOLVES COMPLtTION 6f fHOSE ACTIVITIES NECESSARY 
TO PREPARE EXHIBlf $PACE fOR THE ARTIST-PR£PARATORS. CONVENTIONALLY, 
SUCH WORK MAY BE EXPECTED TO INCLUbt CARPENTRY, PLAST~RING 1 PAINTING, 
GLAZING, tLtCtRICAL WORK, C~ILING INSTALLATION, DUCT WORK, ANb THE Ll~E. 
IT MAY ALSO INCLUDE THE PRbCUREMtNt OR FABRIGATION OF CASES. 
E. EXHIBIT FABRICATIQN 
EXHIBIT FABR1CATION MAY STARt A~ SOON AS PLANNING IS COMPLETE. IT IN-
VOLVtS tHE SELECtlON AND PROCUREMENT OF ARTIFACTS, PREPARATION ANO 
RESTORATION OR ARTIFACTS, PREPARATION or SIGNS ANP OTHER VISUAL AND 
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AUDIO AIDS, PROCUR~M~NT 6F NECESSARY SPECIAL EQUIPMENT OR EFF~crs; 
AN[) AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE IS COMPl,.ET~., IT INVOLVES THE STEPS 
Of PAINTING IN BACKGROUNDS, PREPARING FOREGROUNDS, INSTALLING ARTI-
FACT$, Pl)TTING UP SIGNS, AND THE LIKE. 
F. FINAL CONSTBUCTJON 
TOWARD THE END OF EXHIBIT FABRICATION, A ~RIEF FINAL CONSTRUCTION 
STEP IS NORMAi,.. IT MAY INVOLVE SUtH CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AS 
GLAZING, Fl~AL PAINTING, INSTALLATION or Fl,.OOR COVE;RING, AND PUfflNG 
UP tOVER PLATES, DIFFUSERS, AND THE LIKE. 
G. (AQ_R 1.C.AT I ON f>R I OR IT I ES 
IT 1S ~STIMAfED fHAf 28,000 SQUARE FEET OF f:XHIBIT SPACE CAN BE 
OPENED EACH YEAR, 14,ooo $QUARE;. FEET BY EAGH PROJECT TEAM. TENTA-
TIVE PRIORITIES ANb TIME SCHEDULES ARE SHOWN ON ~XH!91T (I, DEPART~ 
MENTAL INSTALLATION SCHEDl)LE;. TIME REQUIREMENt~ ARE aASED SOLELY 
ON SQUARE FE;~T, AND THE SEQUENtE IS ESTABLISHED TENTATIVELY ON THE 
BASIS Ot THE MUSEUM DIRECTOR 1 S OPINIONS AS TO DEPARTMf:NTAL LOCATION, 
IN THIS WAY, NEW SE;CTIONS OF THE MUSEUM tAN BE OPENED to THE PUBLIC 
WITH RELATIVE fREQUENCY WHICH SHOULD ASSIST IN MAINTAINING A HIGH 
btGREt OF PUBLIC AWARENESS or THE; MUSEUM PROG~AM. 
H. FA.BRICAT1bN Costs 
IT IS E$TIMATED THAT $35.00 PER SQUARE FOOT WILL BE REQUIRED TO COM-
PLETE ALL 11 AVERAGE 11 EXHIBIT SPACE. ONLY A MODE;5T ALLOWANCE HAS BEEN 
PROVIDE;D FOR PRO~URE;MENT OF ARTIFACTS, A to§r fACTOR WHICH IS COM-
PLETELY UNPREDICTABLE• IT SHOULD BE NOTED, HOWEV~R, THAT A MUSEUM 
11 COLLECTS 11 CONT'I Nl)OU51_ Y, AND CONT I NUOi.JSLY IMPROVES AND UPGRADES E.X-
H I B 1 fS. FOR fHIS REASON, WE DO NOT BELIEVE THAT THE BUDGETED AMOUNT 
IS UNREALISTICAl,.l_Y 1,.ow, PARTICULARLY IN VIEW OF THE MUSEUM'S EXISTING 
COLLECTION~. DUklNG lNfERVIEWS, IT WAS INDICATED THAT EARMARKED CON-
TRIBUTIONS WERE FAIRl,.Y COMMON, ANQ THAT ONCE. A COLLECTING NEED WAS 
IDENTIFIED FOR WHICH NO BUD~Ef WAS AVAILABLE, THERE WOULD BE REASONABLE 
EXPECTATION OF A SPECIFIC GIFT FOR THE PURPOSE;. 
VI I. ORGANIZATION PlAN 
SUCCESSFUL DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION AN[) ATTAINMENT OF THE SHORT AND LONC~RANC~ 
GOALS ARE COMPLETELY DEPENDENT ON A WELL-PL.ANNtD ORGANltAt16N STAFFED WITH 
QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. STUDY SHOWS THAT FROM 60% TO 70% OF A MUSf:l)M OPE;RA-
TING BUDGET IS TYPICALLY SPE;NT ON PAYROLL. FoR THIS REASON, MUSEUM Sutctss 
IS DEPENDENT NOT ONLY ON FUNDS AVAILABILITYj BUT ALSO BY HAVING EXPERlf:NCf:[) 
PEOPLE PROPERl,.Y MOTIVATED AND ASSIGNE[) T~ PE;RFORM THe: RIGHT TASKS, ~EcOC­
NIZING r1-11~, A dONSlbERA~Lt PART ot THE CONSULTANT'S ATTENTION HAS BEEN 
DIRECTED TO PLANNING AN EFFECTIVE OPERATING ORGANIZATION AND PROJECTING 
THE MANPOWER NEEDS NECESSA~Y TO EtFEGTIVELY EXE~Uft fHE lO~vtAR PROGRAM OF 
IMPROVEMENT. 
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B. 
THE MUSEUM ORGANIZATION MANUAL (EXHIBIT VI I) WAS PREPARED BY MEANS 
OF INTERVIEW~ WITH MUSEUM PERSONNEL. BASED ON THIS $TUDY, A RECOM-
Mf:NDE:O ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE WAS DEVELOPED SUITABLE to~ fHE rutuRE 
NEEDS OF THE MUSEUM, AND READILY ADAPTABLE TO MEET THE LONG-RANGE 
NEEDS. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE MUSEUM ORGANIZATION BE DIVIDED 
INTO THREE DIVISIONS AT THE PRESENT TIME. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
T~E: MUS[UM OPERATIONS DIVISION ~AS FULL RESPO~SiBILlt~ FOR fHE 
DAY~to~bAY OPERATION OF THE PRESENT FACILITY. 
fHt ADMINISTRATION DIVISION HAS RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL ADMINI-
STRATIVE MATTERS, COORDINATION OF VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY! 
~HIP AND PUBLIC RELATIONS, ANO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. 
M-INISTRATION DIVISl.ON SHOULD ULTIMATELY HAVE OVER-ALL 
Bl~ITY FOR THE~E: MATTF;RS AT ALL MUSEUM LOCATIONS. 
M[MBER-
TH IS Ao-
REsP0Ns1-
THE PROGRAMS AND PLANNING DIVISION IS DESIGNED TO UNDERTAKE FU~~ 
RE$PONSl~ILITY FOR ALL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS TO BE UNDERTAKEN BY 
THE MUSEUM~ NOTE THAT THE 5CJENCE FAIR, WHICH IS A RECURRING 
PROGRAM, IS CURRENTLY ASSIGNED IN THIS DIVl$10N. IN THE: Fl)TURE 
IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THIS BE RtASSIGNED tb THE EDUCATION bEPARf~ 
MENT. 
fHE PROGR.AMS AND PLANNING DIVISION SHOULD UNDERTAKE FULL RESPONSl-
Br~ITY FOR TH[ LONG-RANGE DEV~LQPMENT PROGRAM. FROM EXAMINATION OF 
THE CHART 1 IT WI LL BE NOTED THAT THE SAME NAME APREARS IN MORE THAN 
ONE PLAtt .• As THE ORGANIZATION GROWSj MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD 
BE RELINQUISHED, ONE BY ON[, UNTll E:AC:H Pf:.R$0N HA$ RE$PONSlf::ilLITY FOR 
A SINGLE JOB. btvtLOPMENT of A~ ORGANIZATION $~klittliRt UTILIZING 
THIS 11TWO-HAT 11 PRINCIP~E PERMITS PROVISION OF A STRUCTURE THAT Wl~L 
PROVIDE FOR CONSIDERABLE tlifURE GROWTH. 
NOTE ALSO T~AT THERE ARE SEVERAL WORK ASSIGNMENTS IN WHIC~ TWO NAMES 
APPEAR. THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHOULD CORRECT THIS SITUATION AS 
QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE INASMUCH AS THE DUPLICATION OF LEADERSHIP WILL 
CREATE CONFUSION AND INEFFECTIVE SUPERVISION. THE MULTl~LICITY 6t 
ASSIGNM[NTS NOW PREVENT THE ~XECUTIVE DIRECTOR ANO THE: MUS[l.JM DIRE:<;TOR 
FROM PERFORMING AS EFFECTIVELY AS THEY CAN, 
Joa DE5-_CR_LPf1PJ:tS_ 
THE ORGANIZATION MANUAL CONTAINS JO~ DESCRIPTIONS FOR EACH WORK ASSIGN-
MENT IN THE CURRENT ORGANIZ.ATION. THESE WERE PREPARED BY MEANS ot 
INTERVlf:WS WITH PRE:SENT F;MPLOYF;ES ANP Rf:VIEW WITH MUSEUM EXECUTIVES. 
ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTIONS SHOULb Bt PREPARED AS tHt MUSEUM ORGANIZATION 
EXPAND$ AND [NTF;RS INTO THE 10-Y[AR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. THE NEEDED 
bt~tR1PtlONS tAN ~t IDENTIFIEb BY EXAMINATION OF THE JOB TITLES ON 
THE PAYROL.L PROJECTION (EXHIEllT 111 ). THE ORGANIZATION MANUAL HAS BEEN 
PUBLISHED AND IS AVAILABLE FOR THE GUIDANCE OF ALL PERSONNEL AT THE 
MUSEUM. 
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c. SOURCES or MANPOWER 
As THt i0-YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IS UNDERTAKtN, ADDLTIONAL MAN• 
POWER MUST BE: RE:CRUITED. IT APPEAR$ THAT M0$T or THE: NE:CESSARY WORK 
WILL ~E UNDtRfAKEN ~y fHE PROfESSIONAL AND LA~ EMPLOYEES or THE Mu~ 
SEUM. IN ANY PROGRAM or LONG DURATION, IT IS NORMAl,,LY ADVANTAGEOUS 
TO BUILD A GOMPETENT STAFF RATHER THAN TO USE CONSULTANTS OR CONTRAC-
TORS. CERTAINLY, CONSULTANTS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO THE EXECUTIVE 
01RF;CTOR TQ PRQVIPE: COUNSEL IN SPE<;IALIH:Q FIE.LPS FQR WHICH A QUAl,1-
flEO fULl~tlME EMPL6YEE CANNOt ~E JU$tlf1E0. THE SAME IS TRUE OF 
CONTRACTORS. IT 1S CR1TICAL THAT COMMITMENT BE MADt TO THt TOTAL PRO• 
G~AM Af fHE out$ET, $0 fHAT tOMPEfENt STAff CAN BE REbRUITED AND 
DEVELOPED. 
A FOURtH SOURCE Of AVAILABLE fALtNf 1$ VOLUNfEERS. MUSEUMS TbDAY 
TEND TO MAKE EXTENSIVE USE or VOLUNTEERS~ BUT ONLY RARELY DO THE 
VOLUNTEERS BECOME AN EFFEGTIVE PART or THE WORKING ORGANIZATION. IT 
IS OUR SUGGESTION THAT GIVEN PROPER ORGANIZATION) RESPONSIBILITY, AND 
LEAQERSHIP 1 VOLUNTEERS CAN PROVIDE: A WORTHWHILE: 1,;ABQR CONTRIBUTION 
AND A LtVtL or TALtNT N6T GtNtRALLY AVAILA~LE to MU$EUMS. THIS DEPENDS 
ON A SOUND LINE ORGANIZATION HEADED BY A VOLUNTEER WELL-QUALIFIED FOR 
LEA0E~$~1P 1 ANb WITH f~t AUfHO~l~~-tO 11 HIRE.AND-~IRE~-~OLUN~EERS. MOST 
MuSEl}M DIRECTORS INTERVIEWED INDICATED THAT VOLUNTtERS ARE or LlfTLE 
VALUE IN ASSIGNMENTS WHERE MEETING DEADLINES OR OBTAINING RE:SULTS ARE 
ESSENTJAL. THE MUSEUM DIRECTORS WHO DISAGREED SAID THAf VOLUNTiERS IN 
THEIR ORGANliATION WE:RE: IMMEPIATE:l,.Y RE:l,.IEVED OF RESPONSIBILITY IN THE 
EVENf OF NdN-PERfORMANCE. THUS, WE BELIEVE VOLUNTE:ERS <;AN BE AN EFFEC-
TIVE PART or THE IMPROVEMENT TEAM IF THEY ARE PART OF A WtLL-DEFINED 
VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE, ASSIGNED RE5PON5181LITY FOR TRUl,.Y 
WORTHWHILE PARTS Of THE IMPROVEMtNT PROGRAM, ANb HELD t6MPLEftLY 
ACCOUNTABLE FOR SOUND RESULTS • 
. D. P80JECT ORGANIZATION 
THE Muse:uM PAYROl,.L PROJECTION (EXHIBIT II I) sf>tc1rjts ~Y J6~ t1tLE THE 
PR6Jtcttb MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS NEGESSARY TQ MAINTAIN DAY-TO-DAY OPERA-
TIONS AND COMPLETE THE 10-YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. NOTE THAT THE 
FIRST COLUMN INDICATES THE: PRESF;NT STAFFING AND PAYROLL LEVEL. IN 
COLUMNS TO THE RIGHT HAVE ~EEN INDICATED YEAR i, YEAR 2, YEAR 31 ETC, 
SPECIFIC YE:ARS HAVE NOT BEEN IDENTlflED BECAUSE AT fHE MOMENT THE QUES~ 
flON 6F fUNbtNt HA$ NOT BEEN RESOLVED, AND THE:RE IS NO WAY TO IDENTIFY 
WHEN THE 10-YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM WILL BtGIN. NotE THAT WHEN BUD-
GEfED PAYROLL. IS CARRIED FORWARD TO THE 8UDGP PROJECTION (EXHIBIT IV), 
THE BOTTOM LINE INDICATES A PAYROLL INCREASE ALLOWANCE 8Y CALENDAR YEAR, 
WHICH WHEN APPLIEQ TO THE APPROPRIATE PAYROLL COLUMN, WILL PROVIDE AbE-
~UATELY FOR ~OTH INFLATION AND SALARY INCREASES• 
IN OUR OPINION, fHt PROJECT PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION TE:AMS ?HOUl,.D BE 
HIREP AT THE OUTSET or THE PROGRAM AND MAINTAINtb At A CONSTANT LEVEL 
UNTIL THE lQ.,.'fEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IS COMPLETED. KEY CURATORIAL 
STAFF SHOULD BE HIRED EVEN EARLltR S6 fHAt fHEY MAY PARTICIPATE IN TH( 
PRELfMINA~Y PHASES Of PLANNING. NOTE THAT TH~ ~URATORIAL DIVISION WILL 
REMAIN A PART OF THE PROJECT ACTIVITY UNTIL EACH CURAf6~1AL DEPARTMENT 
1$ tURNEb OVER to DAY~To~DAY OPERATION. fQR BUDGETING PURPOSESj IT HAS 
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VI 11. 
BEEN ASSUMED THAT ONE-HALF OF THE CURATORIAL STAFF WILL BE INVOLVED 
IN PROJECT WORK AT ALL TIMES DURING THE IMPROVEMENT .PROGRAM. ORGANI-
ZATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL TEAMS WAS DISCUSSED EARLIER IN THIS REPORT. 
BUDGETING 
BUDGETING HAS BEEN APPROACHED IN MUCH THE SAME WAY AS ORGANIZATION PLANNING. 
IN THE COURSE OF THE STUDY, A BUDGETING TECHNIQUE WAS DEVELOPED CASED ON 
THE CURRENT NEEDS OF THE MusiuM. IT IS INCLUDED WITH THIS REPORT AS EXHIBIT 
VI 11. THE "OBJECT BUDGETltJG" TECHNIQUE WAS ADAPTED TO MEET THE currnENT 
NEEDS OF THE MUSEUM WITH THE VIEW TO APPLYING THIS SAME TECHNIQUE TO FUTURE 
NEEDS. NOTE THAT THE COSTS AND 11 EARMARKED 11 INCOME RELATED TO A SPECIFIC 
PROJECT OR PROGRAM WERE SEGREGATED FROM ALL OTHER COSTS. THUS, FOR EXAMPLE, 
INCOME, PAYROLL, EXPENSES, AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR THE MOBILE PLANE-
TARIUM ARE SEGREGATED FROM ALL OTHERS. THUS, ACTIVITIES PERTAINING TO THE 
MOBILE PLANETARIUM, OR ANY OTHER PROGRAM OR PROJECT ACTIVITY, CAN BE EVALUA-
TED IN TERMS OF INCOME, COST, ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES, AND BENEFITS OF THE 
SPECIFIC PROJECT. DECISIONS CAN BE MADE INTELLIGENTLY REGARDING THE ALLO-
CATION OF AVAILABLE FUNDS AMONG THE WORTHWHILE PROJECTS THE MUSEUM MAY CON-
SIDER UNDERTAKING. WE SUGGEST THAT THIS BUDGETING APPROACH BE USED ON AN 
ANNUAL BASIS, AND THAT A SIMILAR APPROACH BE ADOPTED FOR LONG-RANGE PLANNING. 
THE LONG-RANGE MUSEUM BUDGET PROJECTION IS BASED ON PRESENT STAFFING, THE 
STAFFING LEVELS OF OTHER LARGER MUSEUMS, AND THE OPERATING EXPENSES OF OTHER 
MUSEUMS. THE PROJECTION OF IMPROVEMENT COSTS IS BASED ON THE COSTS INCURRED 
BY THE MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM IN THE COURSE OF THEIR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. 
WITH MINOR MODIFICATIONS, THE PROJECT TEAM CURRENTLY WORKING ON EXHIBITS 
IN THE MILWAUKEE MUSEUM WAS USED AS A MODEL FOR TEAM PLANNING IN THE LONG-
RANGE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. THE MILWAUKEE TEAM AT THE PRESENT TIME IS COM-
PLETING EXHIBITS IN ABOUT 14,ooo SQUARE FEET OF EXHIBIT SPACE PER YEAR. 
QUITE LOGICALLY, TWO SIMILAR TEAMS COULD COMPLETE 28,000 SQUARE FEET PER 
YEARj 14,ooo IN LIFE SCIENCES, AND 14,ooo IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES. MA-
TERIALS, EQUIPMENT, SUBCONTRACTS, AND ARTIFACTS ARE BUDGETED ON THE BASIS 
or MILWAUKEE EXPENDITURES. THOSE WHO ARE TO BE INVOLVED IN PLANNING AND 
EXHIBIT FABRICATION SHOULD MAKE AN EXTENDED VISIT TO THE MILWAUKEE PUBLIC 
MUSEUM TO OBSERVE METHODS AND ORGANIZATION AND TO OBTAIN FURTHER BACKGROUND 
FOR PLANNING AND COST ESTIMATING. NOTE THAT THE PROJECTED EXHIBIT FABRICA-
TION COST IS A CONSTANT $900,000 PER YEAR INCLUDING PAYROLL AND ALL OTHER 
RELATED COSTS THROUGHOUT THE 10-YEAR PERIOD. To THIS MUST BE ADDED MUSEUM 
OPERATING COSTS WHICH WILL INCREASE FROM THE PRESENT APPROXIMATE $200,000 
TO ABOUT $1,000,000 DURING THE 10-YEAR PERIOD. FOR CASH FLOW PLANNING, 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS MUST ALSO BE INCLUDED IN THE YEAR EXPENDED, AND ALLOWANCES 
MUST BE MADE FOR THE CONTINUING EFFECT OF INFLATION {sEE EXHIBIT IV). 
IN SUMMARY, WE BELIEVE THIS BUDGETING APPROACH AND THE INCLUDED ESTIMATES 
TO BE GENERALLY REALISTIC AND PERHAPS SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE. READERS SHOULD 
RECOGNIZE THAT THE BASIS OF SUCH ESTIMATES WAS THE PERFORMANCE OF OTHERS IN 
A DIFFERENT PERIOD OF TIME, AND THAT NO PLANNING OF PHYSICAL PLANT HAS BEEN 
DONE BEYOND DETERMINATION OF TtiE AMOUNT OF SPACE NEEDED. As SOON AS A SPE-
CIFIC SITE HAS BEEN SELECTED, AND QUALIFIED ARCHITECTS HAVE DEVELOPED A PRE-
LIMINARY CONCEPT, THE ESTIMATE OF SPACE COSTS SHOULD BE REVIEWED. IN OUR 
OPINION, THE PROJECTED COST OF EXHIBITS IS ATTAINABLE, BUT THIS, TOO, SHOULD 
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BE REVIEWED AFTER THE MASTER MUSEUM PLAN HAS BEEN COMPLETED. THE PAYROLL 
PROJECTION IS, IN OUR OPINION, ACCURATE E~OUGH FOR PLANNING PURPOSES. 
BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD BE MADE FOR ANY ADDITIONAL SPECIAL SHORT-RANGE 
OR LONG-RANGE PROJECTS TO BE UNDERTAKEN DURING THE COURSE OF THIS IMPROVE-
MENT PROGRAM. FoA BUDGETING PURPOSES, IT WAS ASSUMED THAT NO FUNDS WOULD 
BE DEVOTED TO SPECIAL PROJECTS DURING THE 10-YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. 
IX. FUNDING 
CONSIDERATION Of FUNDING IS BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THIS STUDY. IT SEEMS INAPPRO-
PRIATE, HOWEVER, TO DISCUSS A MAJOR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM WITHOUT A CURSORY 
EXAMINATION OF HOW IT MIGHT BE FINANCED. CURRENTLY, APPROXIMATELY 80;i OF 
THE MUSEUM 1 S OPERATING INCOME IS SUPPLIED BY THE CITY MUSEUM TAX, THE 
BALANCE IS SUPPLIED BY ADMISSION FEES PAID BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, MEMBERSHIPS 
AND DONATIONS, RETURN ON INVESTMENTS, AND ADMISSIONS AND OTH~R FEES. CURRENT 
OPERATING INCOME IS ABOUT $320,000, EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIAL GRANTS, THIS REPRE-
SENTS ABOUT ONE-THIRD OF THE ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET THAT WILL BE REQUIRED 
TO SUSTAIN THE COMPLETED MUSEUM COMPLEX. IN ADDITION, PROVISION MUST BE MADE 
FOR THE ONE-TIME COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION AND EXHIBIT FABRICATION. 
A. AVAILABLE SOURCES 
j 
IN A 1962 SURVEY OF MUSEUMS, 2,021 MUSEUMS REPORTED THAT THEY RECEIVED 
FUNDS FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES. 
REPORTS INCOME OVER HALF OF 
SOURCE FROM: INCOME FROM:* I STATE GovERNMENT ii% 20% 
ENDOWMENTS 2 % 13% ! ADMISSIONS 21~% 1250 
• FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 10% 11% 
MEMBERSHIP 38% lO}t 
COUNTY 12% 8~ 
CONTRISUTIONS 32% ~% CITY GOVERNMENT 12% % 
EVENT ADMISSIONS 13% 4% 
FOUNDATIONS 10% 3% 
CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS 9% 3;,b 
SALES DESK INCOME 26% 2% 
TUITION 8% 1% 
MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS 6% od ;o 
*21~;~ REPORT THAT NO SINGLE SOURCE REPRESENTS OVER HALF OF INCOME. 
WE KNOW THAT CERTAIN MUSEUMS HAVE RECEIVED EXTENSIVE PLANNING GRANTS, 
INCLUDING A NEW MUSEUM IN THE RAILROAD STATION IN CINCINNATI WHICH HAS 
RECEIVED $900,000 IN FEDERAL PLANNING GRANTS. THE MUSEUM DIRECTOR OR A 
CONSULTANT SHOULD BE ASKED TO INVESTIGATE GRANT AVAILABILITY AND TO DE-
TERMINE HOW APPLICATIONS ARE TO BE PREPARED AND SUBMITTED. 11 GRANTSMAN-
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SHIP 11 IS A RELATIVELY COMPLEX PROCESS, AND IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THIS 
SHOULD ~~ A MAJOR FUNCTION OF THE EXECUTIVE 0tR£CTOR. fHE tEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT PREPARES RESOURCE MATERIAL ON GRANT AVAILABILITY, AND THE 
GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE PRESENTS A SEMINAR ON 11 GRANTSMAN~;H IP." 
IT APPEARS THAT THE ONLY LbGldAL ~OURCE FOR CONSTRUCTION FUNDS IN THE 
AMOUNT REQVIRE:D IS 40CA4 GOVERNMENT, AND THAT THt ONLY WAY INITIAL CON-
STRUtTION costs tAN eE REALISTICALLY UNDERWRITTEN IS A BONO ISSUE. IT 
IS OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT THE DIRECt6R IS CURRENTLY PURSUING THIS MATTER 
WITH THE CITY or KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. GRtAtER KANSAS CITY'S VNIQUE 
POLlflCAL CLIMATE MAKES IT DIFFICULT FOR A~L PARTS or THE UR~AN AREA TO 
$HARE: THE: COST OF MUSEUM DEVELOPMENT THROUGH COVEkNME~TAL SUPPORT. A 
tlfY IN two stATES, SEVEN COUNTIE:$, AND INNUMERABLE CITY GOVER~MENTS 
MUST, BY ITS NATURE, LAdK fHE COHESIVENESS TO PURSUE A PROJECT OF THIS 
KIND ON A JOINT BASIS. FOR THIS REASON, ONE POLlflCAL SUBDIVl$10N 1 
PREtERABLY THE LARGEST AND MO~T W~A~THY, MUST UNDERTAKE RtSPONSIBILITY 
FOR $TARTING A PROJECT or THIS KIND~ 
ONCE GOALS ARE ATTAINED, THE d6St 6t MUSEUM OPERATION MAY BE SPREAD 
OVER A LARGER [3ASE [3Y A NUMBER OF DEVICES. THt OBVIOUS ONE THAT HAS 
OCCURRto TO MOST IS THE EARNINCS TAX. CURRENTLY, THE KANSAS CITY, 
MISSOl)RI, SCHOOL DISTRICT AND OTHERS PAY FOR STUDENTS WHO ATTEt<D IN 
GR6U~S UN~ER SbHOOL AUSPIC~~ AT THE RATE Of 80¢ PER STUDENf. A FlNE 
MU$EUM IN A CONVENIENT LOCATION tOULb EXPECT SIMILAR RE:VENUE FRO~ ADDl-
f16NAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS. 
ALTHOUGH MOST Mus~UM DIRECTORS FEEL THAT AN ADMISSION IS INAPPROPRIATE, 
THE SPEdlAL CIRCUMSTANCES PRE:SENT IN KANSAS CITY MAKE AN ADMISSION 
CHARGE APPEAR BOTH REALISTIC AND DESIRABLE. VISITORS FROM our-or-TOWN 
WHO MUST SPEND MONEY TO COME: TO TH£ CITY WILL NOT at 51SCOU~AGED BY A 
REASONABLE CHARGE• PEOPLt FROM NON~SUPPORTING POLITICAL SUBD[VISIONS 
MAY BE ~XPECTED TO PAY ADMISSION OR JOIN THE MusEUM ASSOCIATION. RESI-
DENTS OF KANSAS C1fy tOULD BE ADMITTEo l;IY 1.IBRARY CARD, IF IT \vAS FELT 
THAT THE:~~ RESIDENTS ALREADY PROVIDE AbEQUATE SUPPORT. IN QVR OPINION, 
AN ADMISSION CHARGE fO THE MUSEUM PROPE:R OR TO SPECIAL EXHl~ITS IS A 
R~ALISTIC ANSWER TO THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS FACED BY A MVS~UM IN A KANSAS 
CITY LOCATION. IF ATTENDANCE: PRO.J~CTIONS ARE REASONABLY ACCURATE, IT 
APPEARS THAT AN ADMISSION tHARGt COULD MEET A MAJOR PART or THE Mu-
SEUM1S OPERATING NEEDS ONCE A MAJOR PART OF THE NEW MUSEUM CAN BE OPENED 
TO THE PUBLIC. IN THE PREtEDING TABLE, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT 12% OF-
MUSEUMS OBTAIN OVER HALF OF THEIR BUDGET FROM ADMISSION CHARGE:S. 
IF A BOND ISSUE CAN PROVIDE FOR THt INITIAL CONSTRUCTION NEEDS, A FED-
ERAL GRANT CAN BE OBTAIN~D FOR P~ANNING 1 AND ADMISSIONS AND THE EXISTING 
TAX CAN COVER OPERATING COSTS; THE REMAINING FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS ARE 
THE COST OF CONSTRUCTING ADDITIONAL SPACE UNDERGROUMD AND THC COST QF 
EXHIBIT FABRICATION. BASED ON PRELIMINARY l;)ISCUSSIONS WITH ONE PERSON 
EXTENSIVELY EXPERl(NCED IN THE UNDERGROUND EXCAVATION FIELD, IT APPEARS 
THAT IF THERE ARE Nd LEGhL DIFFICULTl~S AND THE SOARD APPROVES, THE SPACE 
CAN B[COMt AVAILABLE TO THE MUSEUM AT VIRTUALLY NO CO$T. TH~ REMAINING 
$900,00() PER YEAR FOR EXHIBIT FABRICATION MAYj OF NtctssitY, BECOME THE 
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MUSEUM MENBtRSHIP ORGANIZATION ANO INDIVIDUAL AND 
CORPORATE DONORS OR CONTRIOUTORS. IN THIS AREA IT IS ~OSSIOLE THAT SPE-
CIF IC GRANTS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM CHARlfABLE TRUSTS OR FOUNDATIONS WITH 
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SPECIFIC INTERESTS. SURELY INDUSTRY, WHICH ~AS CONTRIBUTED HEAVILY 
TO EXHIBITS IN OTHER MUSEUMS, CAN BE EXPECTED TO P~~y A SU~STANTIA~ 
~OL[, PARTICULARLY IN THE AREAS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND INDUSTRY. 
A CASH REQUIREMtNTS CHART HAS BEEN DEVELOPED ON THE BASIS OF BUDGET 
PROJECTIONS AND IS APPENDED AS EXHIBIT IV. THROUGHOUT THIS REPORT 
WE HAVE DISCUSSED A 10-YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. IN TRUTH WE ARE 
TALKING A~ouT A $24,ooo,ooo 1MPRovrnENT PROGRAM wHlcH cAN sE -uNotR-
tAKEN AS RAPlbLY AS FUNDS BECOMt AVAILABLE OR IN A CALENDAR PERIOD OF 
ABOUT 10 YEARS. IN OTHER WORDS, A 10-YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IS 
R~ALISTIC ONLY IF FUNDS BECOME AVAILABLE. Ir FU~DS.BECOME AVAILABLE· 
MORt SLOWLY AND COMMITMENT HAS BEEN MAPE TO THE TOTA!,,. PROGRAM, THE 
ULTIMATE OUTCOME MAY BE MUCH tHE SAME, tHOU~H 0ELAYtb. It IT APPEARS 
COMPLETELY UNREALISTIC TO OBTAIN THE NEEDED FUNDS, THE SCOPE OF THE 
PROGRAM OUTLINE SHOULD BE CURTAILED. ANY CURTAILMENT, HCM'EVER, WOULD 
FALL SHORT OF MEETING THE NEEDS Ot THE CITY. 
B. PUBLIC RELATIONS, PUBLIC EDUCOATION, PUBLIC INFORMATION 
IN THE STUDY CONDUCTED BY LAWRENCE-LEITER & COMPANY COMPLETED IN 
DECEMBER, 1967, CONSlOE~ABLE.DISCUSSION RtVOLVE:D ABOUT T~E PRESENT 
IMAGE OF THE KANSAS CITY MUSEUM or HISTORY AND SCIENCE. DURING THE 
YEAR SINCE THAT REPORT WAS PREPARED, THE Mus[UM HAS MADE REAL PROGRESS 
IN IMPROVING ITS IMAGE. [RON~IERS IS NOW RtGULARLY PUBLISHED, AND THE 
MUSEUM HA$ RECEIVED EXTENSIVE FAVORABLE PRESS. SHORT-RANGE PROGRAMS 
ARE BEING PURSUED THAT WILL GIVE THE MUSEUM EVEN FURTHER EXPOSURE, AND 
SPECIAL EXHIBITS ARE BEING PLACED IN.DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE COMMUNITY. 
AN EFFECTIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMIT·TEE HAS BEEN FORMED MADE UP ENTIRELY 
OF PEOPLE EXPERIENCED IN THE FIELD. THE CONSULTANT 1 S INITIAL REPORT IN-
DICATED THE NEED TO ASSIGN 11 NUMBER ONE PRIORITY 11 TO THIS PROGRAM, AND 
THE BOARD or GOVERNORS AUTHORIZED THE ASSl.GNMENT OF FIRST PRIORITY Tb 
PUBLIC RELATIONS, PUBLIC INFORMATION, AND PUBLIC EDUCATION. ULTIMATELY 
fHE Sutctss ot THE L6NG~RANGE MUSEUM PROGRAM ~ILL DEPEND ON THE SUCCESS 
OF THE ·PUB~ IC RELATIONS PROGRAM IN ESTABLISH I NG A PROPER IMAGE OF THE 
MUSEUM IN THE COMMUNITY. 
X. IMPLEMENTATION 
THIS STUDY HAS BEEN DIRECTED TO DETERMINING: 
WHAT KIND OP MUSEUM DOl::S THE CITY NEED? 
· WHERE SHOULD IT BE? 
WH&N CAN IT BE STARTED AND COMPLETED? 
HOW MUCH HILL IT COST? 
WHAT W 1 l-!- I T 00 FOR THE COMMUN I TY EDU CA Tl ONAL I,. Y? 
WHAT WI LL It DO FOR tHE Cbf'.t..fUN I TY Fl NANC IALL Y? 
THIS REPORT ATTEMPTS TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS. v/itH THE EXCEPTION OF THE 
QUESTION, "HOvJ WILL \vE PAY FOR IT?", THE CONSULTANT IS CONFIDENT IT ·IS A 
REALISTIC PROJECTION. ONE OTHER QUESTION REMAINS, WHICH rs, ''\-/HAT DO \·JE: 
00 N~_XT?" 
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A. DEVELOPMENT or A FUNDING PLAN 
B. 
IDENTIFICATION or SOURCES OF FUNDS TO MEET ONE-TIME AND RECURRING 
FINANCIAL NEEDS SHOULD BE COMMENCED AT ONCE. THIS SHOULD INVOLVE 
INVESTIGATION OF ALL POSSIBLE SOURCES OF FUNDS, THE AMOUNTS THAT 
MIGHT BE OBTAINED FROM EACH, AND DETERMINATION or THE METHOD BY 
WHICH SUCH FUNDS MIGHT BE OBTAINED. FOR EXAMPLE, THE MUSEUM DIREC-
TOR IS CURRENTLY WORKING WITH THE CITY TO DETERMINE WHAT KIND OF ONE-
TIME SUPPORT MAY BE DERIVED FROM A CITY BOND ISSUE. AT THE SAME TIME, 
CONTINUATION or THE MUSEUM TAX MUST BE ASSURED, AND A POSSIBLE INCREA5E 
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED. SOURCES OF FEDERAL FUNDS SHOULD BE EXPLORED. 
PLANS SHOULD BE DEVELOPED FOR INCREASING MUSEUM AssociATION MEMBERSHIP 
AND DEVELOPING MEMBER GROUPS IN ALL PARTS OF THE COMMUNITY. INVESTI-
GATION OF THE NEEDS AND WISHES OF ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE KANSAS 
CITY MARKET AREA SHOULD BE DETERMINED ALONG WITH WHAT FUNDS EACH MIGHT 
CONTRIBUTE TOWARD MUSEUM SUPPORT or THE SCHOOL'S PROGRAMS. ALL AVENUES 
SHOULD BE PURSUED AND A REALISTIC FUNDING PLAN DEVELOPED. 
SITE 
THE NECESSARY SITE SHOULD BE OBTAINED. THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THIS 
REPORT ARE BASED ON THE 11 POSS IBLE AVA I LAB IL I TY 11 OF A PENN VALLEY PAF:K 
LOCATION. THIS SHOULD BE PURSUED WITH THE PARK DEPARTMENT TO OBTAIN A 
FIRM COMMITMENT, AND IF THIS CANNOT BE DONE, AN ALTERNATE SITE SHOULD 
BE INVESTIGATED AND OBTAINED. 
C. ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT 
ASSUMING SITE AVAILABILITY, MUSEUM DESIGN ASSOCIATES SHOULD BE ASKED 
TO DEVELOP AN ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT SUITABLE FOR THE KANSAS CITY Mu~EUM, 
IF AN UNDERGROUND LO CAT I ON IS APPROVED BY THE PARK DEPARTMENT 1 IT IS 
RECOMMENDED THAT THE ARCHITECTS BE INSTRUCTED TO WORK WITH THOSE ALREADY 
INTERESTED IN THE UNDERGROUND SITE, OR WITH OTHERS EQUALLY QUALIFIED, 
D. MASTER EXHIBIT PLAN 
THE MUSEUM DIRECTOR AND HIS STAFF SHOULD DEVELOP A MASTER EXHIBIT PLAN 
SHOWING THE LOCATION Of VARIOUS CURATORIAL DEPARTMENTS, AND OF THE 
SPECIFIC EXHIBITS WITHIN EACH DEPARTMENT. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS PLAN 
IS DISCUSSED IN DETAIL ELSEWHERE IN THE REPORT. 
E. FINAL COMMITMENT 
Ar SOME POINT THE BOARD or GOVERNORS MUST MAKE A FINAL COMMITMENT TO 
THE OUTLINED PROGRAM. ANY COMMITMENT INVOLVES A DEGREE OF RISK AND UN-
CERTAINTY. THE STUDIES COMPLETED IN THE PAST AND PLANNED FOR THE IMME-
DIATE fUTURE ARE DESIGNED TO REDUCE THE DEGREE Of UNCERTAINTY. AT THE 
tlME THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS IS PRESENTED WITH A FUNDING PLAN 1 A SITE 
COMMITMENT, AN ARCHITECTllRAL CONCEPT, A MASTER EXHIBIT PLAN, AND A RE-
VISED BUDGET PROJECTION, THEY SHOULD BE ASKED TO MAKE A FINAL COi·1MITMENT 
TO THE TOTAL MUSEUM CONCEPT AND THE 10-YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. THIS IS 
THE 11 POINT OF NO RETURN" FROM WHICH THE PROGRAM SHOULD PROCEED AS PLANNED 
WITH NO SUBSEQUENT DOUBTS AS TO THE PROPRIETY OF THE PLANS ADOPTED. 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER FINAL COMMITMENT BY THE BOARD, THE MUSEUM DIRECTOR 
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SHOUl,,D PROCEED WITH THE FUNDING ~ROGRAM, DtvtLO~MtNf ot WO~KiNG 
DRAWINGS, AND STAFF RECRUITING. HAVING DONE THESE THINGS, THERE 
SHOULD et NO CONSIDERATION ot fURNING BACK, OR MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
IN PLANS. 
* * * * 
LAWRENCE-LEITER & COMPANY WAS PLEA~EO TO HAV~ ljEEN SEl,,ECTED AGAIN TO 
WORK WITH THE KANSAS t I TY MUSEUM OF HI STORY AND Sc I E.NCE ON .A CH.ALLENG I NG 
·, 
ANb WORTHW~ILE ASSIGNEMENT. WE APPRECIAT~ TH~ CONFIDENCE SHOWN IN OUR FIRM, 
AND THE EXCELLtNT c66PERATION 6r MR. JOHNSON AND ALL ot HIS PEOPLE IN THIS 
JOINT ENDEAVOR. WE TRUST THAT THIS REPORT WILL ~ROVIDt A BASIS FOR btVELOPING 
T~E KINb Of FACILITY OUR· CITY NEEDS. 
Rtsfltttruli. Y sueM 1tTED, 
LAWRENC~-L.F;:I ~R ~ COMf'ANY 
BY ttL~ 
- -r--·JOHN lE I TER- - ------ -
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E>,<.HIBIT J 
DEPAR"J':MENTAL SPACE REQUI REMtNTS 
- -- --- - - -- --------
EXHIBIT I-A I 
I 
RECOMMENDED ADMINISJRATIYE. SUPPQRT SPACE 
AREA 
ISPEC I AL EXHIBIT HALL 
SPECIAL EXHIBIT HALL 
I SPECIAL EXHIBIT HALL SPECIAL E~H1e1T HALL 
- GtNtRAL drt1dt A~tA 
(S.PACE) 
(NAt'L Sci.) 
(PHYS .Sc I • ) 
(Soc. Sc 1 • ) 
I Aub ·l·t· OR IUM C~AssRoOM$ (SPAcF;) 
. CLASSROOMS (NATURAL Sc I ENCE) 
1Ci,.A$SROOM$ (PHYS 1 CAL. Sc 1 ~Nc~) CLASSROOMS (SocJAL Sc1ENcts) EDUCATORS' OtFICES 
EDUCATORS' Orr1cEs (NATURAL Sci.) 
I EDucAtoRs' Orr1tts (PHYSICAL Sci.) EDUCATORS' QFFIC~S (SOCIAi,. $Cl.) 
. LIBRARY (MAIN) 
I LO. BBY &. SAL.ES. DES·K· L.o~~Y &: SALES DESK 
.. LOBBY &: SALES DESK 
- LOBBY &. SALES DESK 
I ~~~~L~;:~~~E o~~~~t 
(SPACE) 
(NAT'L. Sci.) 
(PHYS I CAL Sc I • ) 
(Soc I AL Sc I • ) 
T.V.,AuDt6 AND PHotoG.RAPHY 
I DOCK AREA ~PA INT SHOP 
CARPENTER SHOP 
I ART STUDIO Eou1PMtNt &. MACHINEkY (HEATING;ETc.) 
.. PR INTERS 
I 
I 
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PROPOSED 
s i 'ft 
SPAC~ SCIE~CE CE~'fER 
MA IN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
LONG HOME 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
SPACE SCIENCE CENTER 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
LONG HOME 
SPACE SCIENCE CENTER 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
bOfllG HOME 
MA.IN MUSEUM 
SPACE SCIENCE CENTER 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
LON~ HOME 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MA!N MU$El}M 
MA IN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEl}M 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
M~IN Mu$F;uM 
EXHIBIT SPAGE 
MINIMUM 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
500 
O~T IM.U.M 
2,000 
2,ooo 
?,000 
1,000 
SUPPORT 
_S_PA.CE. 
7,000 
6,ooo 
1,200 
1,200 
1,200 
1,000 
500 
500 
500 
500 
. 5,000 
1 ,250 
1,250 
1,250 
1,250 
600 
5,000 
, ;000 
2,000 
1,500 
6,()00 
2,500 
15,000 
2,()00 
65,200 
·. 
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EXHIBIT 1-8 ( 1 ) 
REC_OMMENQED~QEPARTMENJAL _SPACE UTILIZATION 
AREA 
SPACE SCIENCES 
A. ASTRONOMY 
e. SPAC~ $<:1~NCES 
t. PLANETARIUM 
b. OesERVATORY 
PHYS I CAL_s_cJ E~CES. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
MATHEMATICS 
1. MENSURATION 
2. COMPUTERS 
3. HOROLOGY 
PHYSICS 
CH~Ml~TRY 
EARTH SCIF;NCES 
1. GEOLOCY, MINtROLOGY 
AND EARTH HISTORY 
GEO..,'PHYS I cs 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
CONSERVATION-INORGANIC 
(RESouRcts) 
5. PETROLOGY 
GEOGRAPHY 
1. CA_RTOGRAPHY 
2. METEOROLOGY 
SPACE 
SPACE 
SPACF; 
$PACF; 
PROPOSED 
SITE 
SCIENCE 
Sc1 ENCE 
SCIF;NCF; 
SCIENCE 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MustuM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
SPACE $Cl ENCE 
CENTER 
CENTER 
CENTER 
CENTER 
CENTER 
EXHIBIT SPACE 
MINIMUM 0PTIM~M 
7,000 15 000 ,, 
8,006 20,000 
3,000 8,ooo 
2,000 7,000 
20 000 , - 50,000 
i,500 ~,ooo 
2,500 ,OQO 
1,500 3~000 
~.,QOO 4,ooo 
1,500 3,000 
1,)00 3,000 
1,000 2,500 
2,000 10,000 
1,500 3,000 
1,_)00 3,000 
1,066 ~-000 
J.,,OQQ ;ooo 
17.;500 45,500 
------- -- --
SUPPORT 
SPAH 
7,500 
10,000 
4,ooo 
3,500 
----
25,000 
i,500 
a,ooo 
i,500 
2,000 
l,500 
1,500 
1,a50 
5,066 
1,500 
2,500 
1,500 
2,000 
~---
a~,750 
.. 
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CAPIT.l(LISTIC ECONOMIC SYSTEM 
A. ECONOMIC HISTORY 
B~ MONEY & f INANCE 
c. AGR I -Bus I NESS 
D. TRANSPORTATION & 
DISTRIBUTION 
[. UTILITIES & TRANSMISSION 
f. Ml~INC & MEtALURGY 
G. WOOD AND Wooo PRODUCTS 
H. TEXTILES & THE 
NEEDLE TRADES 
I. DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 
J. GRAPHIC ARTS 
K. I NDUST!HA~ D;$ I GN 
l. ARCHITECTURE 
PROPOSED 
SITE 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MusEl)M 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MU$~UM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MustuM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MustuM 
MAIN MustUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
MAIN MUSEUM 
f;:XH I B IT I - 8 (2) 
EXHIBIT SPACE SUPPORT 
SPAC:E MINIMUM OPTiMUM 
1,500 3,000 1,500 
1,500 3,000 1,500 
J.,500 3,000 1,500 
:1,.,500 3,000 1,)00 
:i.,500 3,000 i,500 
1,500 3,000 i,500 
1,500 3,000 J,.,500 
1,500 3,000 1,500 
1,500 3,000 J,.,500 
1,000. 3,000 1,500 
800 1,600 Boo 
700 1,400 700 
16,ooo 33,000 16,500 
I 
I 
l. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
AREA 
NATURAL SCIENCES 
A. BIOLOGY (INTRODUCTION) 
l. 
2. 
~: 
5. 
6. 
~: 
9. 
J.O. 
11. 
12. 
t~: 
15. 
ORGANIC EVOLUTION 
PALEONTOLOGY-BOTANY 
BOTANY 
VtRTEBRATE•PALEO. 
Zoot..oGY 
ICTHYOLOGY 
HERPETOLOGY 
ORNITHOLOGY 
MAMMALOGY 
fOSSIL INVERTEBRAtE~ 
MICROBIOLOGY 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
CONCHOLOGY 
ENTOMOLOGY 
CONSERVATION ... ORGANIC 
MAIN 
PROPOSED 
SITE 
MU$~1.JM 
(XH I B IT I .,. B { 3) 
EXHIBIT SPACE 
MINIMUM OPTIMUM 
1,000 1,500 
800 1,200 
l,)00 ~,ooo 
2,000 . ;000 
2,000 6;000 
3;000 7,500 
i,500 5,090 
l,000 l,500 
1,000 a,ooo 
7,000 20,000 
1,500 3,000 
J.,000 2~599 
1,000 2,500 
1,000 a,599 
1,000 2,500 
i,500 3,000 
27,800 67,700 
SUPPORT 
SPA.H 
750 
600 
1,500 
2,000 
3,000 
3,700 
2,500 
750 
l,000 
10,000 
l,500 
l,2)0 
1,250 
J.,250 
1,250 
i,500 
33,800 
I EXHIBIT l-,8(4) 
-I PROPOSED EXHIBIT SPACE SUPPORT AREA SITE MINl:MUM 0f>..TIMUM SPA GE 
- -----. 
1- HU~N __ SCJ ENCES 
I A. ANTHROPOLOGY MAIN Mu~~UM 1. ARCHAEOLOGY 2,500 6,ooo 3,000 2. [NTHNOLOGY 2,500 6,ooo 3,009 
I B. PHILOSO~HY-& RtLIGION MAIN MUSEUM 500 2,500 i,250 
c. f>t:;R I OD COSTUMES MAIN MUSEUM ~,500 5,000 2,500 
I b. COMMUNICATIONS MAIN Ml)S~l)M 2,000 5,000 2,500 
I E. ''HEAL TH
11 Sc I ENCES MAIN MUSEUM 
1. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 3,000 6,ooo 3,000 
2. MEDICINE, G~NERAL 3,060 6,ooo 3,000 
t PHYSiOLOGY 2,000 4,000 2,000 I GENETICS 2,000 4 000 2,000 ' 
F. PSYCHOl,.OGY MAIN MUSEUM 1,500 3,000 1,500 
I G. SOCIOLOGY MAIN MUSEUM 1,500 3,000 1,500 
I H~ RECREATION MAIN MUSEUM 2,000 5,000 2,)00 1. MUSIC 500 1,000 500 
I· HISTORY 25,500 56,500 28,250 
A. WORLD HISTORY LONG HOME i,ooo 5,000 z,500 
I B. AMERICAN HISTORY LONG HOME l 000 _, - 5,000 a,500 
I c. POI,. I Tl CAI,. HISTORY !,,.ONG HOME 1,000 2,500 1,250 D. Ml!,,. I TARY LIBERTY MEMORIAL i,ooo 8,ooo 4,ooo 
·I E. LOCAL HISTORY LONG HOME i,000 6,ooo 3,000 
F. HISTORICAL VILLAGE Sitt UNotftRMINED 2,000 10,000 5,000 
I 7,000 36,500 i.8,250 
I AQUARIUM S1t:E UNbEfERM I NED 20,000 22,500 10,000 BOTANICAL GARDENS (OUTDOOR} SI TE UNDETERMINED 20,000 22,500 10,000 
CL I MATRON S1tE UNDETERMINED 20,000 22,500 10,000 
I 60,000 67,500 30,000 
I 
I ,. _._ 
i 
~ 
AREA 
SPACE SC I ENCES 
PLANETARIUM 
SPACE SCIENCES 
0BSERVATOR I ES 
ASTRONOMY 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
PHTSICS--(nEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
jEARTH SC I ENCES 
OCEANOGRAPHY 
MINEROLOGY--GEOPHYSICS 
CONSERVATION RESOURCES--PETROLOGY 
CARTOGRAPHY--METEROLOGY 
CAPITALISTIC ECONOMIC SYSTEM 
ECONOMIC HISTORY--MONEY, FINANCE 
AGRl-BuSINESS-TRANSPORTATION 
----,---·--=--''----------~.....--~.,....~-~---
i 1 UTILITIES--MINING 1 METALLURGY 
WooD--TEXTILES 
DESIGN--GRAPHIC ARTS 
INDUSTRIAL 0ESIGN--ARCHITECTURE 
HISTORY 
WORLD 
AMERICAN 
LOCAL 
MILITARY 
POLITICAL 
HISTORICAL VILLAGE 
NATURAL SCIENCES 
.----· ----·-· r, 
INTRO. BIOLOGY--0RGANIC EVOLUTION--PALEO. BOTANY 
BOTANY 
I CTHYOLOGY 
VERTEBRATE--PALEONTOLOGY 
Zoo LOG v 
HERPETOLOGY--0RNITHOLOGY 
MAMMALOGY 
FOSSIL INVERTEBRATES 
MICROBIOLOGY--MARINE BIOLOGY 
CONCHOLOGY--ENTOMOLOGY 
ORGANIC CONSERVATION 
HUMAN SCIENCES 
ARCHAEOLOGY 
[NTHNOLOGY 
COMMUNICATIONS 
PHILOSOPHY-RELIGION--COSTUMES 
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 
PHYSIOLOGY 
MEDICINE 
GENETICS 
PSYCHOLOGY--SOCIOLOGY 
RECREATION--Mus1c 
LEGEND 
PLANNING 
CONSTRUCTION 
I EXHIBIT FABRICATION 
J 
YEAR I YEAR 2 YEAR 3 
YEAR 4 YEAR 5 Y~AR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 
I 
I 
.I 
Y&AR 9 · YEAR 10 Y~AR 11 
"''~--=<'"'-/-,1.....--:...,,-~-::---l-o--c-~--=-~~----~· J ; -:r~· -·«"i--"'..;~ .-. ..._ • • - • .-.J:"-,-i' .:.-:.~-· -~ __ ._ ···:•.,.·.:_·:.·-:,,::. - •. , -
- '[ .·:----!'.::.:~,---.. ~--:---. ,C--(, - .•• --.:;: ,-,1:.,.. ~ ..... '"=--,' --'-.• :-'::----o=--:-:--~--:....;_. -:::- - - ,_._ ' -. 
I 
DE PARTME_NJ JNSf ALLAT I ON SCHEDU L.& . 
. I 
exHI 61T 11 
''.. 1,;,.-, 
. ;..·_ 
. ·'··.· 
\ 
-·~- EXHIBIT 111(1) 
KANSAS CITY MJSEUM 
- MANPOWER AND PAYROLL PROJECTIONS 
>-,-· -· 
.. -
PERSONNEL 1970 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YE:.\R 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 1 Q YEAR 11 
. 
-- --
EXECUTIVE D1~ISION 
ExECUTI vE DIRECTOR 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 
~ 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15 oon -- - · 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 AsslSTANT DIRECTOR 9,000 9,000 9,000 
, 
SECRETARY 9,000 . 9,000 9,000 9,000 91900 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 
PROJECT DI RECTOR 9,600 15, 000 
! Am.11 NI STRATI ON DI v IS I ON 
I Orr1CE MANAGER 8,000 s,ooo 8,000 8,000 .. s,ooo s,ooo 8,000 s,ooo s,ooo s,ooo I ACCOUNTANT 7,500 7,500 7 ,500' 7,500 7,500 7,500 7, 500. 7,500 1,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 I ACCOUNTING CLERK 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000' 5,000 '• 5-,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 ! 
l PURCHASING AGENT 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 
i 
; 
PERSONNEL MANAGER 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 ! MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 9,500 
'f OLUN TEER COCRD I NA TOR 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500· 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 7,500 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 . 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 
Pu6LICATIONs EDITOR 8,000 .s,ooo s,ooo 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 
MUSEUM NEWS PUBLICIST 
MUSEUM PHOTOGRAPHER 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 .5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
ME~BERSHIP SECRETARY 4,500 4,500 _4, 500 4,500 4,500 4_,500 4-,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500. 4,500 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
4,500(1) 9,000(2) 9,000(2) 13, 500(3) 13,500(3) 13, 500( 3) 13, 500( 3) 13,500(3) 13,500(3) 5,000 
5,000 . 5,000 
CLERK STENO (4) 18,000(4) 18,000(4) 18,000(4) 
CLERK TYPIST (2) 4' 000( "I) 4,000(1) 4,000(1) 4,000(1) 4,000(1) 4,000(1) 4,000(1) 4,000(1) 8,000(2) 8,000(2) 8,000(2) 
STUDENT AIDES (2) 2,000( 1) . 2,000( 1) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 
PRINTER a,ooo 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 s,ooo 
Fooo SERvlCE (2) 4,000(1) 4,000(1) 8,000(2) 8,000(2) B,000(2) 8,000(2) 8,000(2) B,000(2) 8,000(2) 
E~uCATION D1v1s10N 
MusEUM EDUCATOR 10,000 10,000 10,000 . 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 1 o,ooo 
EDU CA TORS ( 5) -i8 ,ODO( 3) 30,000(5) 30' 000( 5) 30,000(5) 30,000(5) 30,000(5) 30,000(5) 30,000(5) 3'J,000(5) 30,000(5) 30,000(5) 30,000(5) 
SECRETARY 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
CLERK STENO 4,500 4,500 
STUDENT AIDE 2,000 2,0JO 
TA X I DER M I S TS ( 3) 6,000(1) 6,000(1) 6,000(1) 6,000(1) 6,000(1) 6,000(1) 6,000(1) 12,000(2) 18,000(3) 18' 000( 3) 18,000(3) 
. - . 
KANSAS C ITV ~USEUM - MANPOWER AND PAYRGLL PROJECTIGNS 
ExH 1a1 T. 111 ( 2) 
-· --PERSONNEL 1970 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 'f EAR 6 YEAR 1 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11 
-
OPERATIONS DIVISION 
---
CH I EF GUARD 4,500 4 ,500 4,500 4 ,500 . 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 
MUSEUM GUARD (31) 24' 000( 6) 24 '000( 6) 32,000(8) 40,000(10) 52,000(13) 60,000(15) 72,000(18) 80,000(20) 92,000(23) 104 '000( 26) 116, 000( 29) 124,000(31) 
CUSTODIAL SUPER~ISOR 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
Cus10n1 ANS (21) 10, 000( 3) 10,000(3) 10,000(3) 17,000(5) . 24,000(7) 31,000(9) 41,000(12) 48,000(14) 55,000( 16) 62,000(18) 69,000(20) 72,50G(21) 
CH I H -CONS TR • :$: MA I N • 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 
BLDG. MAIN. SUPR. 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500 
MA IN. MECH. ( 4) 7,000(1) 7,000(1) 7,000(1) ·14 ,000(2) 14,000(2) 14,000(2) 14,000(2) 21,000(3) 21,000(3) 21,000(3) 28,000(4) 
HEAT & ~ENT MECH. 1,000 7,000 7,000 1,000 7,000 1,000 'l,000 7,000 1,000 
PA INTER 7,000(1) 7,000(1) 7,ODO(1) 7,000(1) 7,000(1) 7,000(1) 7,000(1) 7,000(1) 
SALES DESK M:iR. 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 
SALES DESK CLERK (2) 4,000(1) .4,000(1) 4,000(1) 8,000(2) 8,000(2) 8,000(2) 
STUDENT AIDES (2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 
CHIEr TECH. (YR. 11) B,500(1) 
CARPENTER (YR. 11) B,500(1) 
CURATORIAL DI VISION 
SEN I OR CURA TOR 1 o,ooo 1 o,ooo 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
CURATOR or COSTUMES 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,ooo 8,ooo 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 . 8 000 
CURATORS (20) ' 24,000(3) 40,000(5) 56,000(7) 72,000(9) 88,000(11) 104,000(13) 120,000(15) 136,000( 17) 144,000(18) 160,000(20) 160,000(20) •.160,000(20) 
REGISTRAR (3) 4,500(1) 9,000(2) 9,000(2) 9,000(2) 9,000(2) 9,000(2) 9,000(2) 13, 500( 3) 13, 500( 3) 13, 500( 3) 13,500(3) 13,500(3) 
LIBRARIAN 6,000 6,000 6,0::lO 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
STUDENT AIDES (2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2). 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4,000(2) 4 OOQ~2~ ARTISTS (YR. 11) 1.4;ooo 2 
• PROJECTS-PLANNING-
CONSTRUCT I ON 
MUSEUM PLANNER 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 
EXHIBIT PLAN AssT. 5,000 8,000 8,000 s,ooo 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 . 
ARTISTS-PREP. (32) 224,000 224,000.. 224,000 224,000 224,000 224,000 224,000 224,000 224,000 224,000 
CARPENTERS ("16) 128,000 128 ,ooo 128,000 128,000 128,000 128,000 128,0JO 128,000 128,000 128,000 
PAINTER (3) 24,00C 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 -· .. - .. 
UNIVERSAL MECH. (3) 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 
GENERAL LABORERS (3) 16, 000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 J6,000 16, 000 16,000 
CHIEr TECHNICIAN B,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 8,500 
TOTALS-PAYROLL (000) 220 760 796 852 911 946 988 1,024 1,070 1,128 1, 154 773 
PERSONNEL 34 112 118 129 139 146 155 162 171 183 190 139 
• 
·-
ExHrn 1 T ~v 
KANSAS CI TY MJSEUM BUDGET PROJECT IONS AND CASH FLOW 
.. 
YEAR 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11 ACCOUNT mD YEAR 2 
---
~-
--
ExECUTlvE D1v1s10N 55,600 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 61,000 
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 
ADMINISTRATION D1v.1s10N 31,000 86,000 94,000 112, 500 112, 500. 116,500 116,500 116, 500 122,500 136,000 136,000 136, 000 
5 14 15 19 19 20 20 20 21 24 24 24 
EDUCATION DtvlSION 23,000 51,000 51,000 51,000 51,000 51,000 51,000 51,000 51,000 57,000 63;500 63,500 
4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 11 11 
OPERATIONS Dlv3SICN . 54 ,ODO 65,000 77,000 99,000 132,000. 147,000 173,000 188,000 214,000 237,000 256,000 291,000 
13 16 19 24 31 35 42 46 52 58 63 69 
CURATORIAL DIVISION 15,000 31,000 43,000 73,000 89,000 105,000 125,500 133, 500 149,500 149,500 215,5GO 
(OPERATIONS) 3 5 7 10 12 14 17 18 20 20 30 
PAYROLL-MUSEUM CPERATIONS 1632 600 263,000 2841000 351,500 414 ,_500 449,500 4912500 521 2000 513 2 ~go 6311.500 6572000 773, 000 
PERSONNEL-MUSEUM OPERATIONS 26 44 50 61 71 78 87 -"94-- 3 115 122 139" 
CuRATOnlAL D1v1s10N 42,500 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 . 52,008 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 
(PROJECTs, CoNsTRUCTIO~) 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 a 
PROJECT PLANNING 13,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 444,500 
(CONSTRUCT I ON) 2 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
P~YROLL MUSEUM PROJECTS 56_,_Q,00 496,500 496,_500 496,_500 496,500 496,_500 496,__500 496,_500 496,_?.00 496,_500 4961.500 
(CONSTRUCT I ON) - a-- 68- 68 GS- 68 - gs- 6S" bS 68 68 68 
OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES 37,000 11o,000 125,000 153,000 180,000 200,000 222,000 240,000 262,000 292,000 311,000 325,000 
OPERATING PAYROLL 163,600 263,000 284,000 351,500 414,500 449,500 491,500 527,000 573,000 631,500 657,000 773,000 
TOTAL OPERATING CosT 200,_600 _373,000 469 ,_000 504,500 594,_500 649,500 ...-1.11,_500 _ 767 ,oog__ 9351000 917 2 500 968,_000 1 '098 ,_ 000 
E~HIBIT FABRICATION PAYROLL 56,000 496,500 496,500 496,500 496,500 496,500 496,500 496,500 496,500 496,500 496,500 
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 45,000 200,000 200;000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 
SUB-CON TRAC TS 100,000 100,000 100,000 ·100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 
ARTIFACTS 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 . 100, 000 100,000 100,000 100,000 
ToT~L EXHIBIT FABRICATION CosT lQ.1 i.000 896,500 8961.50Q__ 89§.,_500 _ _!!96 2 500 896,500 896,_500 896,_500 8961.500 896,_500 896.500 
----
JOTAL BUDGET EXPENSES 301,_600_J__269 2 508·1,305,2.~Q__l~OOO 1 2461,QOO 1 i.546,000 1,_610,_000 1,_663, 500 1 2 7~11500 11820 2000 1~864]500 1,098,00J 
. TOJAL PERSONNEL 34 11 2 118 1 29 139 146 155 162 171 183 . ·190 139 
, . .. - ~- . --
CONSTRUCTION Losrs 
_ 42017 ,ODO 375,_000 3l5,_00~--- 375,000 375,000 375,00Q____l.75,_000 236,_000 _ 2361500 180 000 
' 
CASH F LON 301,600 
_ 5~~§i.500 J_i.§.~0,_5QQ_°!.J.II6i.OOO _!~~§,DOD .J.i2.~L_OOO 1,9~~2 000 2 103~i.500 _1,96I,_50Q_.1J.056,_~oo 2 ,_044 .150Q_J_ 109~Q.OO - . 
(TOTAL CASH PROJECTIONS~ $23,991,600) 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
PAYROLL INCREASE ALLONANCE TI5U T05':"0 11o.25 i 15. 76 121.55 127.63 134. 01 14'D.71 . 147:75 15':14 162.90 171.05 
(RAISES, INFLATION, ETC.) 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
EXHJ_BLt _V 
!DENT I Fl CAT ION OF MUSfUH P800R~~ StEPS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I • CURATOR I AL PROGRAM 
A. CURR~NT PROGRAMS TO OP~RATIONS. 
II! PUBLICATION PROGRAM - TKCHNICAL 
A. Cu~~tNt PAo~~AMS to 6~t~Atl6Ns. 
11 I • ExPtO iILQN __ ~BOORA_~ 
A. CURRENT PROGRAMS TO OPERATION~. 
IV. VISITOR PROGRAM 
A. CURRENT PROGRAMS TO QPERATIONSi 
V • EDU.CATLON _PROGRAM 
A. CuRRE~T P~6GRAM·· f6 OPtRAT10Ns. 
VI • SCJ (NCE_E~ 18 
A. CURRENT PROGRAM.S TO OPERATION~. 
V 11. LECTURE PROORAM 
A. CURRENT PROGRAMS TQ QPERATIONS. 
[XHIBIT V-A 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SHORT ... RAl\GE PR<XiRAM 
I. ACttS_S_LQN, __ CAIALOGUE AND INVENTORY 
A. CURR~NT pRO~RAM EXPAND~D. 
8. ACCESSION ~R6GRAM to OPtRATIONS• 
11. ENLARGE SALES_bt:SK 
A. G~N~RAL PLANNING Nbbt. 
8. Ntw SALES DESK TO OPERATIONS. 
I I I • MOBJLE_ e_LANET AR I UM 
A. GENERAL ~LANNINQ NODE. 
Bj PLANETARIUM DESIG"~Q. 
C. PLANETARIUM COMPONENt PURCHASED• 
0. PLANETARiUM ASSEMBLED. 
[. SERVICE PUBLIC I ZED. 
f~ SCHEDULING PERFORMED. 
G. MoellE PLANETARIUM TO OPERATIONS. 
IV. ADULT EDUCATION 
A~ tuR~tNt PROGRAM EXPANDED 0 
8. GENERA~ PLANNIN~ NOD~. 
1. MARKET TEST--DETERM'INE INTEREST LEVEL. 
2. SENIOR C1t1ZEN PLAN. 
c. SueJE9T~ s~lECTEo. 
0. LECTURES PREPARED. 
t. SERVICE Pue~ICl?~D. 
r. ADULT EDUCATl.ON t6 6PtRAf j6Ns. 
V. LI BERTY MOOR I AL 
A. GEN;RA~ P~ANNIN~ NOPE. 
8. CONTRACT NEQOflATED wjtH CiTY. 
<;. ARCHITECTS SCR~E_N~D. 
D. ARCHIT~9TS S~l~CTED. 
E. GENERAL DEVELOP FACl~ITY NOD~. 
f. G~N~RAl DEPARTMENT INSTALLATION NOD~. 
G. SERVICE PUBLICIZED 0 
H. blB~RTY MEMORIAL RES~ONSl~ILlfY TO O~ERATIONS. 
[XH "8 I T V- 8 ( 1 ) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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VI. HI STORY HALL DI OR~MAS 
A. GrN~RA1,. P~ANNING NODE. 
a. SueJttts SELECTED. 
<;.. ARTIFACTS SEp;;cTE~D. 
0. EXHIBIT ASSEMBLED. 
E. L6tAt10N StLtCTED. 
f. SCHEDULE DET~RMINEp. 
G. EXHIBITS INSTALLED. 
H. SERVIC~ PU§l.ICli~p. 
I. HISTORY HALL 01bRAMAS t6 O~E~ATIONS. 
VI I. PLAN RESOURC( CENTER 
A. GENERAL PLANNING NODE. 
e. SUBJECTS AND CIRRICULUM SELECTED~ 
C • SP EC I Al. I? AT I Q N A R E_A CH 0 !) f: N • 
0. ARTIFACTS SELtCtE6. 
E. LECTURE PREPARED. 
F. E:xH 11:!1 T ASS ;Me LE:D. 
G. CATALOGUE ASStMeLtD. 
H~ CATALOGU~ PRINTtD. 
I. SERVICE ~UBLltl~Eb. 
J. RESOURCE CENTER TO OPERATIONS. 
VI 11 • TEMPORARY EXHJB_l_f_S 
A. ARRANGE FOR LOAN OF' EXHIBITS. 
B. bEttRMINt ~~AC.E COSTS) $. 
c~ O~T~RM1N~ AvA1~Ae1L1Tv. 
0. DETERMINE MANP6WtR. 
E. PLAN SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS. 
f. ARRANGE s·PACE. 
Gi FABRICATE OR REC~IVE EXHl~ITS 
H. SERVICE PUBLICIZED. 
I • PLANS FOR RETURN TO SOURCE MUSEUM. 
J. PROJ(CT COMPLETE. 
IX 0 COMMERCIAL, EDUCATIONAL T .V ., RADIO PRCXiRAM 
A. GENERAL. Pl.ANNING NOD;. 
B. COMMITMENT FROM STATIONS. 
t. SCHOOL BOARD APPROVAL. 
0. (ONTR_ACTS NEGOTIATED. 
f:. i;>9NATIONS QF TIME FROM GOMM~R<;IAL. STATIQN. 
F. SueJEtts SELtcttD. 
G. LECTURES PREPARED. 
H. TOUR~ PREPARED. 
I. fA~t PRODUCED. 
J. SERVI CE PflBUC'IZED. 
K. ON-GOING T.V., RADIO TO OPERATIONS. 
Ext:t IB IT v,..a(2) 
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I 
x. 
EXHIBIT V•B(3) 
IRAVELll\G EXHIBIT PROGRAM 
A. GENERAL PLA~Nl~G NODE. 
8. Of HER MUSEUM SOLICITED• 
c. ARTlf"ACT!? !?EL EC TED. 
o. EXHIBIT ASSEMBLED• 
t. LOCATIONS SELECTED. 
r. SCHEDU(,f.: Rf.:TERM I NED. 
G. EXHIBITS I N~STALLED;, 
ti. Sf.:RVICf.: PU Bl IC I ZED• 
I • EXHIBITS ROTATED. 
J. txH l.B I ts to STORAGE. 
K. EXH ll;HTS Rf.:TURNED TO MUSEUMS. 
L. ExH I 8 ITS TO PERMANENT MUSEUM. 
M. f;:XH llHTS TO OPERATIONS. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PUBLIC RELAJ I QNS AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
I • DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
1. GtNERAL PLANNING NOD~. 
A. RENEWAL CAMPAIGN. 
B. NEW MEMBER CAMPAlgN. 
2. DETERMINE FUNDS AVAILABLE, ALL SdURCts. 
(3. LOBBYING AND JAX~S_u~~P_O_l~1" 
c. 
D. 
t. 
r. 
li DETERMINt AVAILA~ILITY. 
2. GEN[8AL PUBblC RELATIONS NODEi 
3• DtftRMINE FUNDS AVAl!,.ABLE:, Abb SOURCES. 
TRV~_T, _ [NQOWMENTS 1 FOUNDATIONS 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
ij. 
l~ENTIFY A!,.~ E:bEMENTS. 
INVOLVEMENT Of CIVIC !,.EAPE:RS. 
GENERAL PUBLit RtlAflONS NODE. 
DETERMINE FUNDS AVAlbA~LE, ALL SOURtES. 
PuBLlc BoNo C~MPAIGN 
1 • 
2. 
~: 
CITY APPROVAL. 
INVOLVEMENT OF CIVIC lEAPE:RS. 
GENERAL PUBLIC RtLAf IONS NOOE. 
DETERMINE FUNDS AVA~bA~bE:, Alb SOURCE~. 
fEDERAt. SupPORT 
1 • 
2. 
DETE:RMINE: AVAILABILITY! 
GRANf REQUESTS PREPARED. 
GE:NE:RAb PU~LIC RELATIONS NODt. 
DtTE~MINE tUNbS AVAILABLE, ALL $0URCE$. 
PRIVATE, euSINESS SOLICITATIONS 
1. 0VE:RVIE:W DEVELOPED~ 
2. FUND-RAISING ORGANIZATION FORMED. 
INVOLVEMENT Of CIVIC LEADERS. 
PLAN FOR INpUSTRIAL CORPORATION INtERt$fS. 
PLAN INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITS. 
GENERAL PUBLIC RELAT!QNS NODE:. 
DEJERHINE FUNDS AVAILABLEJ ALL SOURCES. 
EXHl~IT V-C(1) 
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G. 
H. 
ED_u_cxr10NAL SUPPORT 
1. 
2. 
GENERAL PLANNING NODE. 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOL D1STRICTS IPENTIFl~D. 
DEGREE Of FINANCIAL SUPPORT EStABLIS~E6. 
PLANNED WITH EDUCATORS• 
PROGRAMS PREPARED. 
PROGRAMS PRICED. 
PROGRAMS PU~LICl~~D. 
DETERMINE FUNDS AVA I LAB LE, ALL SOURCES. 
DETERMINE FUNDS AVAILABLE, ALL SOURCES 
1. OPERATING BUDGET ALLOCATED. 
a. SHORT,..-RANGE BUDGET ALLOCAT'ED. 
EXHIBIT V-C(Z) 
~: 
5. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ANO D~VEl,.OPMENT BU[)qE;T ALL.OCAHI>• 
LC>N(O-RAN(OE BUQGET ALLOCATED. 
eubGEfARY CONTROLS ESTABLISHEDi 
PUBb I C R El.A Tl ONS COMMITTEE 
A. NEWS RELEA~ES 
B. 
c. 
1. G~N~RAI,. PU~LIC RE;l,.ATIONS NODE. 
2. CONTINUING PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM. 
3• PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM TO OPERATIONS. 
~tRIODICAL PUBLICATION 
1 • 
2. 
~: 
5· 6. 
CENERAL PLANNING NODEj 
DETERMINATION Of POl,.ICY. 
SELECT I ON or ED I TOR. 
ARRANGEMENT f'OR PUBLISHING. 
CONTINU!NG PU~l,.IC RELATIQNS PRQGRAM. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM Tb OPERATIONS. 
MUSEUM 5PEAKE_RS 8U8EA_U 
GENERAi,. Pl,.ANN!N~ NO[)~. 
SueJrtts stLttftb. 
LECTURES PREPARED. 
MATERIALS AND VISUAL AIDS PREPARED~ 
MATERIALS PRINTED. 
S~RVI~~ PUBLlCl~ED. 
GROUPS stu:ctED. 
CONTINUING PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM TO OPERATIONSi 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LONG•RAr-.GE PROGRAM 
I. DETERMINE LOCATION CRITERIA 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
0ETERMINE 
DETERMINE 
DETERMINE 
DETER_MI N~ 
DETERMINE 
ACCESSl~l~ITY TO POPU~AC~. 
AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION. 
SPACE REQUIREMtNTS FOR EXHIBITS -- IDEAL. 
SPACE REQUIREMENT~ FOR SUPPORT -- IDEAL. 
toMPLtxttY bf EXHIBits. 
EXHIBIT V~D(1) 
r. DETERMINE COMPLEXITY AND COSTS OF COLLECTIONS AND EXHIBITS• 
11. I NVES.T IGATE POSS 1 BLE SITES 
A. UNION StATION 
B. CAVE 
c. 0Tli ER 
·1 • DETERMINE 
2. DETERMINE 
~: DETERMINE [>E::.ttRM I NE 
J• PP ERM.I NE b. DEfERM I NE 
Acduis1t10N cost. 
STAFFING NEEDS -- IDEAL. 
AREA OF $PECIALIZATION PRIORITY. 
OPE-RATING cost BY AREA or SPEtlALlZAtlON. 
IDEA~ COSTS AND TIMING. 
MAIN-ttNANCE costs bf FACILITY. 
0~ MAINTAIN UTILITY OF EXISTING SPACE~ 
I I I • SELEC~t_SJiE 
A. As s_u_M E_ Uf\l tQ~ _S~f Aii o_N/o_B __ CA v E 
1 • 
2. 
~: 
5. 
6. 
A: 
9. 
i o. 
l1. 
12. 
13. 
1 ij.. 
15. 
NEGOTIATE C0N7J"RACT. 
(stABLIS~ ~RELIMINARY ~LAN. 
A. TIME ESTIMATED~ 
B. tosT ESTIMATED 
c. MANPOW~R ~STIMAT~Q. 
D. PRELIMINARY ARCHITECT RENDERING. 
ARCHITECT EVALUATION• 
DETrnMINE AVAIL_A.Bl.E FUNDS. 
[STABLISH DETAILED PLAN OF ACTION. 
A. TIME REQUIRED. 
B. MANPOW~R REQ~IREp. 
c. MANPOWER RECRUITED. 
SCREEN AND SELECT ARCHlttcts. 
CONSTRUCTION PLANNING. 
CONSt~UtT AND REMOOEL. 
DEVELOP EXHIBIT PLAN. 
PuRtHASt MAttRIALs. 
COLLECT' ART I FACTS• 
ASSEMBLE EXHIBITS. 
INSTALL EXHl~ITS. 
GENERAL PUBLIC RELATIONS NOD~. 
MUSEUM AREA OF SPECIALIZATION TO OPERATJONS. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
'1··· 
IV. 
8. .OJ:.H E: R: J"~ci LJ_t tEs 
1 • 
2. 
5-. 
o. 
A: 
9. 
1 o. 
l1. 
12. 
13. 
1~. 
15. 
NEGOTIATE FOR LAND PURCHASE:. 
[STABLISH PRELIMINARY PL,AN. 
A. TIME ESTIMATED. 
e. tost tst1MATED~ 
C. MANPOWER ESTIMATED. 
DF;TERMINF; AVAILA£31,.F;: Fl.INDS. 
[STABLISH DEtAILED PLAN OF ACtlON. 
A. TIME R.EQUIRED. 
B. MANPOWE_R REQUIRED. 
c. MANPOWER RECRUITED. 
SCR~F;:N AN_I) SE;lECT ARCHITE;CTS. 
CONSTRUCTION PLANNING. 
DETERMINE HALL PRIORITrES~ 
CO!-lSTRU<:T H_AlLS. 
DEVELOP EXHIBIT PLANS. 
PURCHASE; ARTIFACT$. 
toLLttt ARtl~Atts. 
ASSEMBLE EXHfBITS. 
INSTAI,.!- F;:XHIBITS. 
GENtRAL PU~LIC RELAtl6NS N6bE. 
Ml,JSF;UM ARE.A OF SPE;CIAllZATION TO OPER_ATIONS. 
DEVELOP MASTER MUSEUM PLAN 
A. hANETARIUM 
1 • 
a. 
~: 
~tNtRAL PLANNIN~ NODE. 
PLANE;TARIUM DE;SIGNE;Do 
PLAN["l"ARIUt,: COMPONENTS PURCHASED. 
PL,ANe:;TARIUM ASSEM£31,.ED. 
PLANEfARIUM tNSTALLED. 
EXHIBIT V ... 0(2) 
5. 
o. 
7. 
GENERAi,. UEPARTMe:;NT INSTALl,.ATION IN SPACE SCIENCES CENtE:Re 
PLANETA~IUM TO OPERATIONS. 
a. 5PAC E Sc I ENCES CENT EB 
1 • 
2. 
GENERAL PLANNING NODEi 
NEGOTIATE FOR SI TE. 
$CREEN AND SELECT ARCHITECTS. 
CoNSTRucT10N PLANNING. 
CONSTRUCT SPACE ttNttR. 
DEVELOP EXHIBIT PLANS~ 
NEGOTIATE N. A. 5. A. CONTRACT. 
G~NERAL. PEPA.RTME_NT INSTAl.,lATION. 
9. SPACE st1tNtts ctNtER TO oPtRATIONS. 
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I 
I 
···1· 
t. 
o. 
E:. 
r. 
1 0 
2. 
~: 
GENE:RA~ PLANNING Nooe:. 
SELtCf ANb NtC6flAtt fbR SlfE. 
GENERA~ DE:PARTME:NT INSTA~~ATION. 
MUSEUM AREA OR SPEblALIZATION TO OPERATIONS. 
BOTANICAL GARDENS 
1 • 
2. 
GENERAl PLANNING NODE o 
SELECT AND NEGOTIATE FOR SltEo 
GENERAL DEPARTMENT INSTALLATJON. 
Muse:uM AREA OR ~PECIALIZATION TO OPE:RATIONS. 
CL I MATRON 
1 • 
2. 
~: 
1 0 
?. 
~: 
GENERAL PLANNING NODEo 
SELECT AND NEGOTIATE FOR SITE. 
GENERAL DEPARTMENT INSTALLATION. 
MUSEUM AREA OR SPECIALIZATION TO OPERATIONS. 
GtNERAL PLANNiNG N6DE. 
SE~E:CT AND NEGOTIATE FOR SITE~ 
GENERAL DEPARTMENT INSTALLATION. 
MUSEUM AREA OR SPECIALliATION tb OPERATIONS. 
ExH1e1T v-0(3) 
